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CHAPrER 7

PREPARATION OF SAMPLES AND STANDARDS

The preparation of samples and standards Is of groat practical
importance. If possible, the analyst himsalf should carry out all pro
cessing of material under controlled conditions, or at least be aware
of the detailed history of the sample, so that he can take any necessary
steps to remove surface contamination ~ore or after activation is
carried out.

Commonaurata with availability, sensitivity requirementa, dimen.
sions of the container, matrix activity and macroscopic cross _tion,
sample weights are usually maximized.

If the impurity content of the sample is approximately known, the
sample size can be estimated for a given irradiation condition (dux,
irradiation time, ...l.

In most cases the problem of the standard is not so diffioult as in
other physical methods of ..nalysis, such as emission spectrography,
X-ray duorescence, eto.• since matrix or third·elomOl1t effeots are loss
important. However, neutron shielding is possible (see Chapter 10),
and should be eliminated or at least kept equal for standards and
samples. Absorption of emitted radiation in the sample must also be
taken into aocount.

The irradiation time for a given dux is mostly chosen considering
the saturation factor for the radionuolide of interest, [1 - exp (->.Ib)].

For 14 MeV neutron activation, the irradiation time is kept as short
as possible to prevent untimely exhaustion of the tritium target.

I. Preparation of Samples

(A) SA.AlPLINQ 0]1 SOLID &mLxa

Massive solids can be wrapped in aluminium foil and packed in
standard aluminium oans for irradiation.

Solid samples may be too large for direct irradiation SO that it may
be necessary to reduce the sample size by grinding, cutting, drilling, eto.
before packing. Hard steel tools, used for this purpose or for cleaning
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Polythene screens and nylon nets are available which avoid con·
tamination associated with the use of brass or steel sieves.

rn the case of accelerator actintion. solid samples, which are
sulliciently "unbreakable" can be machined in the dimensions of the
pneumatic tube (disk. rod, pin •••) and irradiated without container.
It is obvious that the surface oxidation for a number of metals must be
eliminated when deternlining oxygen. Hoste uIll. (4) removed the oxide
layer from aluminium. tantalum. niobium. chromium. lead and zinc
by means of silicon carbide paper. rinsing with perohlorethylone and
drying prior to activation. The surface can be proteoted with II thin
layer of vasoline of low oxygen content. Fujii u Ill. (5) recommend
cleaning aluminium by immersing the sample in 5% NaOH solution
for 2 m, and thon in HOlsolution (2:1) for 2 m. thereaftel· washing with
water. ethanol and ohloroform. or by dipping the sample in a mixture of
phosphorio acid (35 ml) + chromio acid (20 g) + water (95 mI) at
80'C, then washing with water, ethanol and chloroform. Another
method is "electropolishing": the sample is dippro into 100 mI HOlO.
+ 700 mI ethallol, applying a 1.5 A ourrent with 10 V bias at <40'0
for 2 m, followed by washings with ethanol. chloroform and drying.
K. R. Blake <l al. (6) determined oxygen in vaouum.melted and
extruded beryllium and found that the total apparent oxygen content
was reduced by a factor of 10 after cleaning the surface with acids.
It is significant that the specimen after five months storage did not piak
up any oxygen contamination: the surfa.oe contamination of vacuum
melted and extruded beryllium apparently takes place during the
machining process. For vaouum melted beryllium. which is 110t
extruded, the total oxygen content increased. however. after acid
treatment.· The acid treatment seems to form oxygen containing
substances in the crystal bouudaries of the sample; craoks were formed
by the sudden impacts in the pneumatio transfer system.

Accurate oxygon determinations are diffioult with samples in the
form of turnings unless the machining and paoksging are carried out
in an inert atILosphere.

Special precautions are required with reaotive materials. such as
cesium (7). A container-low oxygen conteLt polyethylene-is obviously
needed in this case and the paoksging must be carried out in a nitrogen
dry box. For the transfer between the nitrogen dry box and the
nitrogen tent over the sending station of the pneumatio system. the
cesium containing vials were kept in nitrogen purged and sealed

7. l'RIl:FAIUTION OP SA.Ml'LES AND STANDAllDS

Sample (etched)
n.d.
n.d.
20ppb
lI.d.
4ppb
n.d.

Filings
40ppb

300 ppb
800 ppb

2800 ppb
40ppb

detected

tungsten ('''W)
chromium ("Cr)
silver ("'mAg)
iron ("Fe)
cobalt (lOCo)
zinc ("Zn)
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metal sampl&l, contain a number of elemental which can contaminate
the sample, so that the latter must obviously be etched before (elia.
solving andhr) counting.

Comparing the analysis of 0.5 g filings, obtained by filing tin with a
stainless steel file with that of the et.ched sample itself, yielded the
following results: (I)

For copper also positive rcsults were found ("Cu).
Etching a sa.mple before or after irradiatioll does net always eliminate

all the contaminants, particularly if they are more electropositive than
the mstrix. During the etching, elements such as gold and copper-from
the sample itself or from contamination on the sample surface-were
found to be deposited to a certain extent on the residual lump. This
phenomenon has been observed for tin and zinc matrices. Etching
several times in fresh solutions can eliminate this problem.

It should be borne in mind that chemical etching often preferentially
attacks some parts of the surface of the solid lump. Therefore,
"mechanical etching" has been proposed by some authors.

Sometimes, solid samples may~during activation in high fluxes
(e.g. 10" n cm-' s-') aR is the case for c~d"li!w:> (see Chapter 4, Section
I, A). It is obvious that etching after irradiation has then no sense.
Considerable heating from the reaction ~'B(n, aj'Li also occurs in
samples, irradiated under a boron shield (2).

Contamination is also possible by automatic mills and by mortars
and pestles made of boron nitride, agate, diamonite, etc. Grinding high
purity germanium in a diamonite mortar increascd the apparent As.
content from 5 to 50 ppb. Bowen (3) has described a mill made entirely
of Perspex for grinding dry biological materials; here the contamination
is restricted to perspex dust, which has a low metal content. Such a
mill can grind thin bones, but probably net mollusc shells, for instance.
Othcr workers have used silica knives to carve up fresh biological tissue.



(B) POWDERS

screw.cap glass bottles in order to minimize oxygen diffuaion through
the polyethylene into the vials. When preserved in this way, no increase
in oxygen content was observed in samples stored for a week aiter the
initial analysis.

Powders are usually weighed in a suitable bux or vial and <liIectly
irradiated in the reactor or at the accelerator. If the powder haa been
prepared. from a solid sample, it is certainly more or less contaminated,
aa descnbed above. On the other hand, very pure chemioals are
produced in powder form by precipitation, recrystallization or sublim".
tion. Contamination by laboratory dust should be avoided by sealing
the powders in suitable containers immediately after preparation.
W~er.... in the reactor the neutron flux is relatively uniform, flux

gradients af' very steep at the target of a neutron generator. Can.
sequently it is necessary to press the powder as a pellet or at least
to compact the powder uniformly with a levered pestle in a snitable
container in order to obtain a reproducible irradiation (and counting)
geometry. The combined effect of density and geometry can be noticed,
e.g. when the second and third determination of oxygen in many
samples are consistently higher than the first, indspendent of the time
elapsed between the detelminations (8). This effect is caused by the
sudden impacts of the sample vials at the a.n'estor pins or bumpers of
the pneuma;;c system, so tbat powdered matorials are packed densely
at, e.g. the bottom of the vial, while the top portions are more ioosely
packed. Loosely packed and only partly filled samples also give
considerably different results when- compared to properly prepared
standards.

When determing oxygen in powders of substanoes with high oXJ'gen
content, such as TiD 2' oxalic acid, benzoio· acid, I:iUOrOSO, calcium
phosphate, etc. snrface contamination is obviously of little importan"".
The situation is different for metal powders, for instance. The following
procedw'e is described by Girardi et al. (9) for SAP (ointered aluminium
pewder): the sample is agglomerated by means of polystyrene and
dissolved in benzene. The aolution is stored over metallio sodium
in order to eliminate possible traces of humidity. The weighe.d samples
are mixed with a few ml of this solution and the obtained suspension
peured on a thin aluminium foil; aftcr evaporation of benzene, the

'I
foil with the powder can be detached. The oxygen content 01 ..,.
polystyrene foil is negligible compared with that of tha SAP ll8lllple.

(e) LIQUID S.wI'LES

Liquid samples are mantly irradiated in quartz amponles or poly.
th.ne vessels. Liquids are assumed to be mostly homogeneous. Bow
ever, it should be rememlwed that tha composition of lI6& water, for
instance, depends on many variables such aa depth, time of year,
proximity to land and to large rivers (3). Even ifgreat care is taken to
prevent contamination during collection, trace elements may be lost
by precipitation or adsorption on planktonic debris, partioularly if the
sample is not analyzed soon after collection. Such debris should be
centrifuged off in the stoppered container as soon aa possible. Filtration
is not recommended as it can introduce further 1088 and/or contamina
tion.

Biological liquids, such as blood, urine,... also vary in trace
element composition as a function of time, certain pathological con·
ditions and peculiarities of diet or drugs.

A second important problem is the possibility ofloss of trace elements
by adsorption on the walls of containers and of contamination by
dissolution of traces of materials from the container walls or by
desorption of previously adsorbed ions. An 61cellent review of these
phenomena has been given by Thiers (10). Leutwein (11) found that the
concentration of a 10 ppm solution ofNi, Mo, Mo, V, Au, Pt, Ru and Ti
decreased by a factor of 10 in 75 days when stored in 6% mineral acids
in glase. When fused quartz waa used, only Ni, Au, Pt and Ru decreaaed
in concentration. No substantial Josses were observed for 10-1 %.
solutions of Ir and Os in 6N BCl, stored in pyrex for one year (12) and
for cobalt (13 ng/ml aa cobalt chloride at pB _ 3.0 in a pyrex bottle)
(10). A solution of Mo and V (1 and 7 ppm respectively) in 6% mineral
acid had not changed its concentration after 250 daye, when stored in
polythene. .

The adsorption and desorption of gold traces on glass &II a function
of the gold concentration, the pB and the composition of the aolution
has been described by Bene! (13). The observations were explained on
the basis of an ion exchange mechanism, the adsorbed species being
the pOBitively charged hydrolyzed forma ofgold. Gold deposition from
a 10-'M solution was less than 6% over the whole pH acale. For more

K
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7. rBRPABATION 01' SAmLE8 ~D ST~DAlIDa

TABLE 7.1
Extracted amount. or lOme elomeniil !rom. irradiated oontainen

(pg. _-a) (11)

by freezing the sample during the irradiation (18). Before the sam!"..
are transferred to containers for chemical processing or measurement,
they are allowed to melt for a short time. This ramovea a thin ice layer
which may ha.ve carried impuritiea from the oo.ntalner walls.

0.001
0.0000~.OOOO3

0.03
0.0001

0.00~.008

0.0000~.OOOO8

0.002
0.00008

Polyothylene 00ll1.ainer

en
lin
N.
Sb

ElBmeDt

The freezing technique ma.y also be applied to biologicalsa.mples by
freezing them in their extra· and intra-cellular fluids. The freezing of
the sa.mples during activation also offers other advantages: the pressure
in the a.mpoules caused by radiolysis of water Is considerably reduced.
Lo.... ofactivities due to vaporiza.tion a.s well a.s adsorption ofactivities
on container walls are strongly suppressed.

A special application ha.s been described by Bra.... and Picciotto
(19) for the determination ofuickel in antarctio snow at the ppb level.
The 5OD.gram samples were cored with So plastio tube in the center of
large blocka of fim, and kept in the frozen state during the irradiation
(2-3 h at 10"n cm-' s-') by wrapping them in a thick layer of poly.
styrene foam. The whole paokage wa.s cooled at liquid air temperature
before irradiation. Mter irradiation the ice was melted for a short time.
and tben completely m.;rted in the presence of nickel carrier. This
procedure excludes all contamination and losses.

Many water.moderated and high.flux reactors have understandably
been reluctant to accept liquid samples at all because of spread of
contamination and chemical rea.otions with reactor internals. espeois.lly
if halogcus are present. Sometimes, small volumes (-0.1 mll are
allowed on condition that the ampoule is surrounded with So su1Iioient
amount of absorbing paper. One can thus be obliged to evaporate So

known volume of the liquid to dryness in a quartz vial before lrradia-

~H~ NEUTRON AOTIVATION ANALYSIS

dilute gold Ilv__oious the adsorption is only negligible in acid medium
(pH ::::J 0) or <5% at pH > 6. Complete desorption is achieved by
meaus of concentrated hydrochloric acid.

The effect of pH and time on .the loss of Ag+ on brown borosilicate
glass is discussed by Dyck (14). The adsorption is appreciable at low
concentratious (-0.02 ppm Ag+) nl. - 20% after 50 days at pH =3.8
and -5% after 50 days at pH = 1.5 (HNO a). The lowest adsorption
was observed on borosilicate glass, treated with an organo.silicon
product used to produce hydrophobic glass surfaces; this surface is
easy to clean. Molded pl!\8tic surfaces adsorb less strongly than glass
surfaces during short intervals (1-2 days), but they are more difficult
to clean; over a period of several months, however, they adsorbed
appreciably more than glass.

The adsorption of a large number of tracers (Ag, Au, Cu. Fe, In,
Na, Rb, Sb, Zn) on quartz, silicon and germanium was studied by
Sotnikov et al. (15,16) in the presence of various etcbing agents, such
as KOH, HaD" a mixture of hydrofluoric and nitric aeida and acetone.
It was shown that with a content of tbese impurities in tbe etching
agents from .10-'-10-' %, the amounts of adsorption lie in the range
from lO'LI0" atoms/ema.

Heavy metal contamination of acid (pH = 2, IlJ.'<0a) and alkaline
(O.lN NaOH) solutious is less serious in high pressure polythene than
in glass, pyrex or wax. Indeed, the meta! content is much higher in
glass (pyrex: Si, B, Na, AI, K, Fe, Ca, Mn, Mg: 0.01-40%) than in
pol.rthene (ppb.ppm). Polythene proved to be purer by orders of
magnitude than other readily available bottle material. including
polystyrene and methyl metacrylate.

Contamination of liquid samples by activitics originating from
polyethylene and quartz containers trausferred to the container surface
due to recoil effect in the thermal neutron capture process was found to
be negligible (17). However, when the containers are riused with
hydrochloric acid, activities are extracted from deptbs of the order of
lO-a and 10-' cm in the polyet:'ylene and the quartz materials respec·
tively, which in some cases necessitates corrections. The e>:tracted
amounts of Cu, Mn, Na and Sb, expressed in /Lg per cma container area.
are given in Table 7.1-

Tbe concentration of Sb in quartz was 0.2 ppm and that of Cu and
MIl in polyethylene 3.5 and 0.065 ppm respectiv·ely.

The interference of nuclides from the container wall can be avoided

•
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tion. But e..u at moderate temperatures this evaporatiou can lead to
losses of some elements. This should be checked by radioactive tracer
techniques. Contamination by air dust can be minimized when the
evaporation is carried out as presented in Figure 7.1 (10). Some
laboratories have installed clean rooms to exolude air dust contamina.
tion (20). The olean room dcscribed has met a Bpecification of less than
100 particles ( .. 0.3 I' diameter) per cubio meter of air.

sintered glass filtr.r

gl~5S wool filter

Fig. 7.1. Apparatus to avoid contamination by au: during dissolution or
evaporation (10).

(D) GELS

Biological material often occurs as a gel, 80 that it can be cut. To
avoid contamination, a quartz or perspex knifc is recommended (3). If
direct activation iB not pOBSible (high tcmpcrature reactors) it may need
drying or even aBhing (Bee further). Surface coutamination can be
removed aB desoribcd for maasive solids.

(E) PASTES

Girardi (9) describes the determinatiou of oxygen in terphenyl, using
polypropylene containerB (Figure 7.2(a)). These are filled by the ayBtem

v

c

/I~,

10
'cm I-

(al

( b)

Fig. 7.2. Sampling of paatea (9).
a) polypropyleua container
b} llIUng oya~
C: container; P: pipet; T: gl.. tube; V: to vacuum pump; I, 2. 3 and 4.

ltoPOOCka.

Bhown in Figure 7.2(b). It is placed in a large glass tube '1', which is
heated in a water bath and evacuated by aspiration at V. keeping
cocks I, 2 and 3 open. After the organio material is fused and degassed
in order to eliminate diasolved oxygen, :: and 3 are closed, and , is
opened to admit a small amount ofair (or another gas) 80 that the fused
liquid enters in the container avia the pipette P. Then the introduo-
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tion channel (0) is squee"ed with a pair of tweezers and sealecl, e.g. by
warming in a cigar lighter.

(F) SAMFLING OF GASES

Gaseous samples and standards are usually irradiated in quartz
tubes. Diebolt (21) uses a quartz tube of 5 mm internal diameter; the
wall thickness is 1 mm. One end is closed, whereas the other is drawn
to obtain a capillary with a bore of 1 mm and a minimum length of
10 em (see Figure 7.3). The extremity A is connected with a vacuum

3. Draw the mercury into tho graduated tube by opening 1; oloso
cock I, taking C3ol'8 that a drop ofmOl'Oury remains upon tho cock.
Make again a good vacuum (10-1 mm Hg) (3, 4 and 15 open) to
prevent contamination of the gas to be analyzed by the air from
the graduated tube. Close 3 and open 1 and 2 oarofully. If &

sufficient amount of gas is collected in the graduated tube, 1 is
closed.

4. The pressure in the graduated tube is given by

(7.1)

Fig. 7.3. SlUDpUng of g.... (21).

(7.3)

(7.2)
V,h,

V. = 760(1 + czI)

V _ V,(h, - h.)

• 760(1 + czI)

where h. is the saturation pressure of water vapour at temperature ,.
The ampoules with sample and standard are paoked in & standard
aluminium can, which is cold welded.

The ampoules are opened by moans of & "magnetio hammer"

where h. = atmospheric pressure
h = height of the mercury column.

The volume of gas under standard conditions (O'C and 760 mm
Hg) is calculated as follows:

where V, is the measured volume in tho graduated tube, and' the
temperature. In the ease of perfect gases, II - 1/273 - 0.00367;
for exact data, roference is made to tables ofphysical constants.

5. Cock 2 is closed, 3 is opened and the vacuum roostablished (cocks
I, 2 and 7 closed).

6. The ampoule is immersed in liqnid nitrogen and the gas is collected
in the ampoule (cocks I, 3, 5 and 7 open, cocks 2, 4 and 6 closed).
The graduated tube is empty, if a mercury drop can be formed
upon cock 1.

7. The ampoule is sealed just above the asbestos disk (Figura 7.3),
whieh protects the liqnid nitrogen from excessive evaporation.

The above formula is valid for a dry gas. For gases saturated with
water equation (7.2) is replaced by

6 Pressure A
rnar.omeler

7 j

i
Vccuum !II..... rubber idlmm
lube Q,

<IAsbestos Et OoJo,tz
~ ca(dlSk

ld.5mm
wall thickness

Uqu"1Cl Nitrogen lmtn

vocuumb42l=:::;-;:=:=l:9:==;~=~=
00"'1'

Goslobe 2
o~

3

manifold by means of a short rubber vacuum tube, which allows one to
obtain a good vacuum in the quartz tube. The gas is introduced into
the ampoule by immersing the latter in liquid nitrogen. No gas is lost
when sealing off the ampoule, since the capillary tube can instan
taneously be closed by means of a burner.

The exact volume of gas is measured before irradiatIon. A tracer
study by Diebolt (21), using "A, has shown that no lossea occur when
proceeding as follows:

1. Make a vacuum of 5 x 10-' to 1 x 10-" mm Hg in the apparatus
between I, 2, 6 auei the ampoule. Heating the quartz ampoule
from time to time with a burnor is recommended.

2. Close cock 7 to isolate the ampoule.



(Figure 7.4) and the radioactive gllll adsorbed on active coal (e.g.
particle size 0.lHl.75 mm) at the temperature of liquid nitrogen in an
apparatus similar to that shown in Figure 7.3.

In prectice, direct irradiation of gllllcs is only neccssr.ry in the Cllll.
of noble goses. Other gaoes c"" often be convcrtcd into solids. An
example is the determination of "0 by the nuclear reaction "O(n, y)
"O(TII • = 29.4 s), involving a separation of oxygen from other
sample constituents by conversion of the oxygen into carbon dioxide
and subsequently into solid ammonium ...rbnmats prior to neutron
irradiation (22). The samples of CO. are collected by distillation in
either polyethylene or polystyrene tubes, which are attached to the
vscuum manifold with Apiezon lY wax and held at liquid nitrogen
temperature.

Il'(~ NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 7. PBEPAllATION OJ' SAMl'LES AND STANDARDS If
The solid ammonium carbamate samples were prepared by adlling

ammonia gllll in oxoess by distill&tion to the labelled carbon dioxide.
After the reaction had taken place, the tube Willi cut away with a razor
blade (a hot razor blade was reqUired Cor cuttiug the polyatyrene tubea).
The tubes were brought to room temperature and sealed off using either
a hot soldering iron or a small gllll flame.

After irradiation, the sample tubea were opened with a razor blade
and the tube contents transferred by lIusbing with water into radio
actively clean counting vials and counted.

(G) S.wPLINQ OJ' AnOSOLS

Millipore type EA 1.0 I" cellulose acetate filters can be used to collect
aerosol particles by impaction, probably down to .. particle radius oC
....0.1 I" (23). One should indicate: height oC the filter above ground
level. air speed, type of pump, location oC sampling (distance from sea
coast, distaDce from street with heavy tralIlo, eto.). ContaInination or
the samples by particles oC, e.g. blowing snow can be guarded against
by extending the opening of the Millipore open.type filter Colder with
s. cylindrical pllllltio bs.1lle and by hanging the opening vertically
downward during collection.

Aerosols bve been collected by aircraft., with s. Cour.stage oascade
imps.ctor based on s. design by Ms.y (24) s.nd described in the ms.nu·
Caoturer's lite..s.ture (25). The relative humidity s.ffects both the particle
size s.nd the sticking probs.bility. 'fo minimize contaInination from the
ground, the collector should be covered with pls.stio until a Cew seconds
beCore take off anti ags.in be covered immediately after 1aDding. ODe
should indicate height s.nd speed oC the airplane.

Soft steel

1..
!:

M.gnOl -I;~;tl
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(H) CoNOENTRATION AND SEPAllATIOll l'BIOB TO ACTIVATION

_ Ampoule

rork

Fig. 7.4. Magnetic hammer for opening silica ampoules, containinJ irradiated
gas samples (21).

Direct irradiation of s. sample can be diffioult if its volume is too large
or ifit contains elements which will give ria, to very high s.otivitiea and
hot chemistry Cs.cilities s.re often not ..vailsble. If the matrix Carma
interfering activities, systematio errors nre possible, as described in
Chapter 10. Dissolution oC the sample and chemioal separations after
irradiation may be too time·consuming Cor some shott-lived radio
nuclides.
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Liquid samples can be concentrated by evaporation. P"ssible losses
of volatile elements should be checked by radioaclive tracer teclmiques
and air dust contamination avoided, as pointed out above.

Jask61ska et al. (26) compared the results of gold and arsenio deter.
minations in semicondu<Jtor grade nitrio acid previously concentrated
20 times and not concentrated. The results were 8 x 10- 10-2 x 10-'
and 1 x 10-' respeotively for arsenio (same order of magnitnde);
1 x 10-11 -7 X 10-11 and 2 x 10-1• respectivel~' for gold, indicating
that the concentration process can lead to serious errors.

Biological samples should be dried, preferably just under l00'C, in
order to avoid losses of iodine and possibly of mercury. The deter·
mination of Na, K and P in human muscles after simply drying the
samples at l00'C for 20 hours is described by Stone (27). A similar
technique has been employed for the determination of Rb and Os in
marine organisms and of As in grain (28). The effect of d.-ying kale
powder (slightly hygroscopic) is described by Dowcn (29). Van den

, Winkel et al. (30) described the determination of a number of elements
in tIlis biological standard powder after simple drying, by irradiating
50 mg amounts for 15 h at a flux of lO"n cm-' S-1 and decomposing
the organic material after irradiation by a Schoniger combustion in an
Erlenmeyer flask of 0.5 liter. ,

A simple technique for collecting residues from large amounts of
solution is the freeze drying technique (31): the sample is frozen qulckly
at about -15'C in a rotary evaporator and the wuter then removed by
sublimation. The r"sidue is collected ... a finely dividcd powder, idcally
suited for encapsulation and irradiation. The technique of freeze
drying can also be applied to pharmaceutical products, blood plasma,
vaccines, ser~ Rnd even to rocks, minerals and fossils. Laboratory freeze
dryers are manufactured, which are suitable for drying a number of
specimens simultaneously. "

Several chemical separations before irradiation have been described,
to isolate a number ofelements from their matrix, such ... ion.exchange,
paper chrouatography, precipitation, solvent extraction, electto.
deposition, electrolysis. Two major advantages of aotivation analysis
can be lost. by such procedures, the risk of losing a part of the element
to be determined and the possibmty of contamination. The behaviour of
micro· and submicrogram quantities of the elements of interest during
such procedures must therefore be checked by radiotracer techniques
in the same experimental conditions. If the recovery of the element of

I "'~
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interest is not quantitative, the chemical yield of the }ireseparation
can be determined using a carrier.free isotopio tracer (32,33).

It can be diffioult to distinguish the activity induced by irradiation
and that added to determine the chemieal yield. This problem can be
solved by several means: (32)

(i) Choosing a short-lived radioactive tracer and performing the
activation analysis after its decay;

(ii) The radiotracer l188d is dift'erent from that formed by (n, y)
reaction. The use of selective counting techniques, suoh ...
gamma spectromet.j', allows us to distinguish between the two
dift'erent radionuclides. If only a long·lived radiotracer is avail.
able and if the activation analysis can be done using a ahart
lived radionuclide, one can subtract the long.lived activity after
counting the two radionuolides, in order to obtain the net
induced activity of interest.

(iii) If for the element to be determined, there exists only one long.
lived radioisotope which is convenient as radiotracer and whioh
must be used for its determination by aotivation analysis, it is
still possible to make the difference of the aotivities before and
after irradiation.

If the radiotracer is not carrier.free, one must obviously take the mass
of the element added into account (isotope dilution).

Such teohniques have been used by Pauly et 01. (32) for the deter.
mination of Mo, Ru, La and Co in uranium alloys. U is separated from
Mo by precipitation with ammonia, and from La and Co by utractJon
from 4M HCl with TNOA into benzene and oyoloheune. Ru is distilled
from perchlorio acid.

Towell et al. (33) used a group separation of the rare earths from
standard rocks with a mlxtUN of perohlorio and hydrofluorio acid, and
carri"".free mCo and ssY were added. Following precipitation by
ammonia, the rare earths were isolated as a group by ion exchange and
ohemical yields were determined at this stage by measuring the tracer
radioactivities. The rare earth group was irradiated as an aqueous
solution, together with a similar solution of rare earths in known
conoentrations. The irradiated sample and st:.mdard solutions were
chromatographed by gradient elution and the isolated fractions
measured. This procedure is elaimed to be less time.consuming than
others and selfahielding errors, partioularly if rare earth minerala are



present in tho sample, are minimized by irradiation of samples and
standards as aqueous wlutions.

Ion-exchauge has aOO been used to concentrato elements such as Pb,
Ce, Sr, Ba, Au, Bi, Cd, Hg from sea water, urine, ctc. Mter adsorption
of the element on the resin, the latter can either be irradiated as
such or ashed.

Paper chromatography can more easily introduce some contaminants
(Na, CI, Mn, Ca, Cu, Mo ...). Washing the chromatography paper with
triply distilled water can wmetimes be recommended. Ordogh ct al.
have used Whatman-l and Schleioher·Schii1l2043a papers to separate
100 mg amounts of uranium from its impurities (Ag, Cd, Co, Ni, Fe, Cr,
P, Cu, Mo, Mn, Si) before activation (34). °

The use of preoipitations and wlvent extractions has been mentioned
already. Typical examples include the separation of gallium from
germanium by coprecipitation on aluminium oxalate in order to avoid
errors by the interfering reaction "Ge(n, p) "Ga (35), the separation of
vana.dium from aluminium and of vanadium, aluminium and mag
nesium from iron and zirconium by coprecipitation en iron hydroxide
in order to allow activation analysis using short·lived radionuclidea.
The aluminium matrix was first separated by crystallization of
AlCl a·6HaO in concentrated hydrochloric acid; the iron matrix by
extraction in ether and the zirconium ms.trix by precipitation as
zirconium mandelate (36). Coprecipitation on iron hydroxide has also
been used for the preseparation of rhodium from industrial concen.
trates, consisting mainiy of lead, antimony, copper, silicon, ••• and
traces of platinum metals. Lead, silver and antimony were first
separated as chlorides,respectivelyoxychloride in hydrochloric arid (37).

Another simple technique is the spontaneous electrodeposition of
noble elements such as Au, Ag, Pt, Pd and Rh from weakly scid
solution « O.IN HCl for instance) on amalgamated copper foil or
powdcr; base metals and iridium are not reduccd. This method has becn
uscd for the trace analysis of complex materials, containing lcad,
copper, silicon, antimony, arsenic, tellurium (37). Without presepara.
tion, one has to work with very high activities, mainly of 'USb and
"'Sb. However, one should be aware of the presence of gold even in
high-purity copper.

Several publications have proposed the use of pyrolytie graphite
as an electrodeposition matrix at controlled potential for preconcen.
tration in neutron activation analysis (38-40) which is a technique
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that shows promise. Its usefulness is limited by the purity of the
graphite matrix. Impurity levels in pyrolytio graphite are given in
Table 7.2 (41).

TABLE 7.2
Impurity loveJ.o in pyrolytio graphi'" (ppm) ('I)

Elomont UDc"OIDed C1eaDod

N. 13 0.0018
Cl U ...<1.
Mn 0.023 0.0091
W 90 9.1

Mter short waiting times, "AI is found (2.3 m), which would be very
detrimental to short-lived aotivation analysis. Other activities, fOUDd
after irradiation, are "Vend "Cu.

This teohnique can be used for the deWnnination of Cu, Mn, Ag and
Au in sea water, and for the analysis of trace metal ions in biological
fluids, such as blood. In these systems the la.rge amoUllts of organio
material present pose a problem for the eleotrodeposition step, lIB they
will ads.orb and/or undergo redox reaotions themselves to form poly.
merie films on the eleotrode, with conne'luent paasivation of the latter.
This problem oan be avoided, however, by employing a dialysis memo
brane plaeed between the eleotrode su,1'ace and the biologicalflnid.
This membrane °is permeable to the metal ions but not to the large
organic moleeules (s.ee als.o Chapter 6, section-ill, C, 1).

When using preeeparation techniques, b1&nk determinations should
obviously be included. To reduce blank values to a minimum, chemicals
of ultra purity can be used. Some maximum impurity concentrations
in a number of commonly used reagents are given in Table 7.3. Actual
impurity concentrations, lIB determined by neutron activation analysis,
are given between braokets (26,41).

In purified water, preliminary analysesbyneu~naotivation analysis
gave the following impurity concentrations (in°ppb): Au: 0.014, Mn:
0.14 and Na: 105-170 (41). Correction for pr8Sep.aration does not exist
in praotice for a number of elements (rare elements) because they are
unlikely to be present in significant amount in any of the reagents



TABLE 7.3 toco
lIaximwn impurity concontrationa in ultra-pure analytical reagent! (ppb) C>

Anunonia Hydrogen HydrocJ:11orio Hydrolluorio Hydroiodio Nitrio Perchlorio Sulfuric
ItOlution Bronlino peroxi.de acid acid acid acid acid acid

Ag 0.1 ..eHg «Ai 1-5 5 5 10 50 5 5 5
As 10 5 5 5 1-5 5 Ii-l0 ..
Au (0.001) (0.0004; (0.002- ~

"<0.001) 0.006) 0

'"B 100
~

Ba 2000 1000 1000 II
Br 1000 (+1) (7)

~(2.6) ..
Ca 10-1>00 20-300 500 50· 300 60-200 50-1000 300 M

0

Cd Ii-l0 10 5 5 '"Cl 100-500 10.000 2500 - 100-1000 200-1>00 - 200 ~
Co 1-6 5 il 6 10 1 Ii-l0 6 1;
au 1-6 G-20 10«0.1) 5 «Om-2) 10 10 6( <0.1-7) 6 Ii-l0 ....
F 600 tl
F. Ii-l0 10-16 250 20-200 20-500 60 10-200 20-100 20-50
Ga (n.d.) (0.0002) (n.d.)
Hg 100 100 20 (+Ao)
1 100 ... Br
In (n. d.) (0.01) (n. d.)
K 60 20 200 60 6000 60 60 600
Li 6 6(\() 10
Yg 6 600 60 Ie 10 200 1000 6

.._-- -------" .. -_ ..._-

~~~

){n 6 10 50 5 6-60 6
Mo «o.li (1-2) (0.01-0.1)
Na 60-1>00 60 6000 60(4) 1000 600 (170) 200-1000 600
Ni 1-6 1-10 10 6 20 10 5 2-10 5
Ph 1 1-20 10 1-6 10-20 20 1-6 1i-20 5
PO, 100 60 2500 600 60 10-100 100-1000 10 :"
8 60 _. ....
80, 600 500-l>O0O 3000 260 1000 600 26,000 -

~80, 600 600 4000 -
Sb (n. d.) (0.002)
So 100 :l

0
SiO. 100 100 2000 50,000 1000 '"So 20(n. d.) (n.d.) 0..
Sr 50 50

~Tl • 10 1 5 5
Zn Ii-l0 10-20 40(0.4) 1i-20(0.06) 60 6 (0.4) !i-40 5

E
,. ~, t>..

~
t
t>..
...

..~



TABLE 7.4
Roc.overy of trace elements after heating at 600°0 for 16 hour,

in the presence of inorganic chloridea (45)

Sb NaCI 100 l'b NaCI 96
HH,CI 6-19 NH,CI 66-76

Cr NaCI 911-97 Zn NaCI 100
NH,CI 97-100 NH,CI &-9

Fe(IU) NaCI 98-100 MgCl, 62-113
NH,m 93-97 CaCl, ,

BaCl, 96-100

Compound
added Rooo.ery %

Compound
a.d.ded Recovery % ElementElement

An alternate method (46) employs a high frequency electromagnetic
field (power ~250 watta) to produce a stream of active oxygen, which
decomposea organic substances, such as musole tissue, fat, Cecal matter,
ion exohange reain, ceUulose and polyvinylchloride filter paper, acti.
vated oharcoal, a 40·g rat, eto. Superlicially, the apparatus la aimilar
to high temperature dry·ashing In an Induotion furnace. Both methods
employ a closed system to minimize the Introduotion oC atmospheric
impuritiea. However, Induotion heating unita Incorporate a meta1lio
substance Into the sample or combustion boat to heat tha 8&IIIple to
high temperature and provide the requisite activation energy. In the
radio frequency disoharge m~thod, electrical energy Ia tranaferred
directly to a stream of low pressure gas (/low rate ..JIO ml/m, pressure
_1 mm Hg), produoIng highly excited states of oxygen. Because the

", ;'It'").oV

during oxidation at 600·0 for 16 hours, la the presence of inorganio
chloridea, by counting the tracer activity In a silica. or porcel&ln
crucible before and after heating, to avoid the confllSion that might
arise from the Incomplete extraction oC t.he trace element. from the
crucible, see Table 7.4. The li....enetgy chaDgea Cor the postulated
reaotions (MO + 2 NaOl - MOl. + Na.O or MO + 2 HOI - MOl. +
H.O) are in agreement with the experimental Jindinga. The resulta
indicate that with NaOl no loss occurs for any of the elementa Inveati.
gated. This is intereating as NaOlla of such wideapread occurr6\UlO In
biological materials..

"

,~

'lil;;iiI

normally llE ither for dissolution of the sample or for the separations,
or in the glass ware, crucibles, etc.

(I) DRY AsHlNG AND WET CGMllUSTIGN

One of the most important problems concerning the analysis of trace
elementa in biological samplea is how to decompose .. large quantity of
organic substancea in the course of sample preparation.

As impuritiea in reagenta can produce a s,gnificant problem in wet
combustion (see however Table 7.3), dry ashing is generally recom·
mended for trace element analysis before irradiation, the mOI'e so as the
powder obtaincd is very suitable for irradiation. During dry ashing,
which normally requirea heating the specimen to temperatures above
400·C, e1ementa from the container and the atmosphere may be
introduced into the sample. Certain classes of biulogical material tend
to froth and char and particles may be driven "ut by decrepitation.
Some substances may ignite upon heating, other.:i are cOllverted into
difficultly soluble compounds or will be found in the container's surface,
so that recovery is only possible by sufficiently drastic treatment.
According to Smalea (42) the need for this latter step can often be
avoided by adding an "ashing agent", such as magnesium nitrate, to
provide a large inorganic surface area competing for retention of the
trace e1ementa with the container surface. When used before irradia·
tion this coating can, however, introduce contaminants, and blank
values must obviously be determined. Retenti•.n on crurlble walls
has been described for Ag, Al, Cd, en, Cr, Cs, ~'e, K, Un, Na, Rb,
Pb and Sb.

Serious losses are caused by diffusion and volatilization for elements
such as Br, CI, I, Ge, Hg, Se, As, etc. (Table 7.5) ami Cd, Ga, In, Ni,
Os, P, Re, Ru, Sn, Te, TI, V though contradictory statements a,e
found in the literature (e.g. 43). As volatility depends on the composition
of the substrate (Table 7.4), on the temperature and on the oxidation
state of the element (Table 7.5, iodine), ono cannot accurately predict
which elements will be lost in a specific sample. Besides, it appears
that it is difficult to control precisely the temperature of the sub.
stancea being deatroyed, as was shown by Oosting (44). During the
destruction of powdered grass, for' instance, at an oven temperature of
530·C, the organic material itaelf reached a temperature of 710·C.

Gorsuch (45) determined the losses of trace elements by volatilization

•



TABLE 7.6
Recovery of radioactive tracer. in dry uhiDg and wet oombUition

(Tabulated val... are poroent reooveredl'rom v-.l) (U,'S,'7)

• &81U1: condenser.
+ Rest volati1ized.

la) 1 vol. H.SO. 9S% + 1 vol. HOlO, 70% + 3 vola.lINO. 88% (01' 1.6 h.

tion of selfshiolding errors if the solid sample and standard are not
identical in form. It also avoids the difficulty of measuring IIII&Il
size standards as solids, together with the radiation hazard. time and
expense in dissolving the solid samples after irradiation and performing
all radiochemical separations, partioularly if short-lived radionuolide8
are to be measured. The addition method of anaJysia (see further,
section II, E of this chapter) can most ideally be applied to liquid
samples.

As already stated above, many water.moderated reactors do not
accept liquid samples. Winohester tI al. (51) have, however. irradiated

". iii<}QT

R.J'• .u..
Wet MulIIe (um&Oe MulIIe (ur,""", ohargo,l.S h
com· Dry uhing Dry aahing (-100'0)

bualion (a) 2' h, '00'0 3 h, 900'0 dJyuhing
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Sample

IUSb SbOl.+ blood 99,101" S7 9 99
"Ail HAaO.+blood 93,101" 23 0 100
Inc. OaOI+blood 100
"00 0001.+blood 100 98 30 102
"Cu QuOl.+blood 102 100 68 101
nCr OrOI.+blood 100 99 68 100
"Cr Na.OrO.+blood 100
I "Au AuOl.+blood 77;100" 19 0 70+
1111 NaZ+filler papar 31+
1111 NaZO.+li1tor paper 100
"Fe FeOi. + blood 98: 100" SO 27 101
"'Pb Pb(NO.la+blood 100 103 13 100
"Mn MnOl.+blood 99 Q9 79 99
'''Hg Hg(NO.l.+blood 24; 100· <1 0 92+
"Yo (NH.laloloO.+blood 101 100 83 100
"So A1£aI£. 99
....Ag AgOI+blood 100 8. 21 72+
"Na NaOl+blood 100
"Zn ZnOl.+blood 99 100 30 99

Nuclide

','

,r

{

(J) DISSOLUTION Oll SAMPLES PRIOR TO AOTIVATION

In neutron activation analysis, irradiation of samples and standards .
as aqueous solutions is often preferable to solids. It allows the olimina-

sample tempe. ..te is low, volatility and diffusion losses are sub.
stantially decreased. Non.volatile mineral constituents remain in the
sample container. The authors claim that the ash is com]?letely soluble
in mineral acid.

The oxygen tank must be sepurated from the borosilicate glass or
quartz reactor section by a liquid nitrogen trap and glass wool filter to
prevent contaminants in the oxygen tank or valves from reaching the
specimens. Two dry ice-acetone I,raps in series soparate the reaction
chamber from the exhaust pump (general purpose mechanical vacuum
pump) and prevent contamination of the sample by back diffusion of
oil from the pump.

Dryasbing allows a considerable reduction of the original bulk weight
of biological samples. The ratio ofash to bulk weight varies, for instance,
from approximately 0.5 to 2% for meat (edible mattor of chicken,
beef, pork, ham, ...) (48).

Wet combustion, used extensively with mixtures of hot mineral
acids, results in quantitative recovery for most elements, except.ing
As, Au, Fe, Hg and Sb (Table 7.5). Quantitative recovery of these
elements can, however, be achieved with the proposed destruction
mixture (1 vol. Halla, 98% + 1 vol. HOIO, 70% + 3 vola. RNa.
66%) when use is made of a reflux condenser.

Guinn (49) describes a carefully conducted pre.irradiation wet
combustion of milk powder and hair with transistor.grade sulfurio acid.
The process is carried out to dryness (700·0) and the reBidue is activated
for the determination of vanadium via 3.7 m "V.

In Table 7.5 some experimental results are summarized (43,46,47).
General considerations concerning the application of neutron activa·

tion analysis upon biological and medical problema are givon by Kwan
Hau (50). A method, which has not yet been mentioned here, I. the
Schiiniger combustion. This method is limited to small samples to
achieve complete oxidation, e.g. 50-100 mg when using " t liter
Erlenmeyer flask and can be used successfully nfter neutron irradiation
of dried samples (30). Note that elements such aa gold and silver can
be deposited on the platinum wire.
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several hundred aqueous samples up to 7.ml iu volume and for periods
of up to 18 hours at a neutron flux of 10" neutrons cm-' S-1 in the
~LI.T. reactor for activation analysis of atmospheric precipitation
samples for halogens, of solutions of rare eartila separatcd from silicate
rocks and of solutions for calcium isotopic analysis. In all of these
cases the authors regard irradiation ofsamples and standards in aqueous
solution not ouly a conveuience but a neceasity and in none of the
irradiations did leakage out of the sample containcr occur.

A solid sample can often be dissolved by several methods: acid,
mixture of acids, bisulfate fusion, peroxide fusion, etc. Fusion increases
the risk of contamination and introduces a number of ions, which can
interfere in subsequent chemical separations. Dissolution in pressure
tubes can often be recommcnded, as it is a "clean" method. Due to
the increased efficiency of hydrochloric and similar acids at higher
temperatures and pressures a. large number of elements and oxides ~an

easily be dissolved in pressure tubes (glass, pyrex, vycor, quartz);
the pressure developed at 250 to 300'C by 48% hydrochloric acid is
about 4000 psi.

The oxides~ of aluminium, beryllium, tin, cerium, chromium and
plutonium which have been ignited at 1500'C are completely dissolved
at 25Q--300'C within 15-2-1 hours. All the oxides of thc elements of the
second, third and fourth groups of the periodic system, with the
exception of silicon, titanium, zirconium and hafnium respond to
this treatment; some ceramic materials of zirconium oxide and silica
can be decomposed. Many silicate minerals are readily dissolved (52).

If hydrochlorio acid plus an oxidizing agent (CI., NaClO., HClO"
HNO:s) is used, even osmium, ruthenium, rhodiuJll, iridium and
iridosmine can be cissolvcd. The use of perchloric aciel as an oxidizing
agent is desirable if the reaction is to be conducted above 250'C;
perchloric acid has the advantage of not reacting with hydrochloric
acid at room temperature, so tbt it is not necessary to chill the tube
before sealing.

The great advantage of the method described is that a convenient
acid solution is obtained directly and that cont,amination is a minimum
(Table 7.3). Bromine is a typical contaminant and, of COUl'llC, chlorine.
For many working details the original papers should be consulted.

For activation analysis, it is possible to weigh the samples directly
in small quartz tubes; after addition of 0,1 ml of cono. hydrochlorio
acid and, if necessary, a few drops of nitric acid, the contents of the

f
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tube are frozen in liquid nitrogen and sealed. After leak testing Wl.... an
indicator paper, the tube is introduced in I> sealed steel shell and he&ted
in a Carina oven I>t I> temperature of 15Q-250·C. The Carina oven baa
normally six openings. Quartz tubes 5 cm in lengtll, 0.4 om intern&!
diameter and 0.1 em wall thickness withstand 24 hour of h...ting at
22Q--250·C. At higher temperature, explosion is possible; it is tIlen
recommended to I>dd solid carbon dioxide before cloaing tile steel
shell, in an amount calculated to give the desired pressure at the
operating temperature. Mter cooling to room temperature, the am
poules are packed for irradiation. This metllod has suceesafully been
used for trace analysis in osmium. ruthenium. rhodium and pl&tinum
(5-100 mg amounts) (53-55).

Mter irr&diation, the ampoules are again immersed in liquid nitrogen
to reduce interl1&1 pressure, before opening. Note that the metllod,
allows a sl>mple to dissolve without 108808 ofvolatilo impurities. It can
easily bo coupled to an addition method of I>nl>lysis (see section II, E
of this chapter).

If a silica ampoule witilatood the oven temperature, it will normally
not explode in tile reactor and will wit1lstand tile impe.cts at the
arrestor pins of the pneumatic system, on condition that it is carefully
wrapped in absorbent paper. .•

(K) STA.NDA.RD MATERIALS FOR INTllRL.UIORATORY Com'JJWlON

Interlaboratory comparison of a standard material is a good metllod
for assessing the ...ccuracy and, incidentally, the precision of analytical
techniques. A number of metallurgical st&l1dards are available from
the National Burcau of Standards &l1d the British Standards Institu
tion; in some of them up to 28 elements have been determined. For
geochemical applications, one C&l1 use, for instance. the G-l and W-l
standard rocks (56) or the sulfide and syenite standerd rocks. distri.
buted by the Canadian Society for Applied Spectroscopy (57). Com
parl>tive analyses for 40 elements in a standard plant Dl&terial by 29
Il>boratories are discussed by Bowen (58).

Another possibility of revealing systematio errors is tile application
of two or more independent teohniques, for instance wet combustion
and dry ashing oforganle material before and after irradiation, analyses
with and without separation prior to e.ctiVl>tiOIl, ete. Itseveral metllods
are all reliable, one can ohoose tile simplest one for routine analysia.



Fig. 7.6. Positioning o£ stee1l&l11ple and o>:ygen.tandard £or irrodialion with
14 MeV Deutrcno (69). All dimeDllonom mm.

"''(1
2. The standard (position 2) is screened by the sample (remo>..,( of

neutrons by absorption and scattering).
3. The neutron absorption in sample ""d standard is not equal; the

same remark holds for the emitted 6 MeV y·ray of liN in sample
and atand&.l'd (different UtransmjBBion factorU).

4. Due to the different distribution of the oxygen in sample (26 rom
lSl, 9 mm thickness) and standard (oxygen concentrated in 22 rom
lSl, 7 mm thickness), the specifio liN counting rates would not
be equal even if they were irradiated at the same pleoe and if
neutron and y.ray absorption were negligible.

5. The liN activities from sample and standard are counted simul.
taneously with two "'parate but similar deteotion systems:
hence one must take into account the different deteotioneJliciency
for both counters (different geometry, different discriminator.
eetting, etc.). •

The above problems were solved 84 folluws:

1. Two identical standards are prepared, the boxes having identical
cllmensious (tolerance ±0.01 mm). Irradiating So standard in
position 1 yields So measured liN activity:

R,.(l) - "••",,,[1'Jw••8NA8/A (cps) (7.4)

at the end of irradiation. Here:
" .. """.v for the reaction "O(n, p)"N;w.. .. weight of oxygen in the standard (39' mg):
8 .. isotopic abundance of "0:
N A .. .Avogadro's number:

~.. AI lUbes
..... Inhum /

"tolrge~/ pos.!
Deulero / ~f

beam ,;' ..
/'" , .....

/ "Fe~
/ 14 MeV

nwlrons

II. Preparation of Standards

(A) SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 0" THE STANDARD

A good standard must fulfill the requirement that - after irradia.
tion - its measured specific activity equals that of the element to be
determined in a given matrix. For that reason, the actiI'ity is measured
in the same~{':ometry, with the same radiat,ion detection system,
using the same absorbers, etc. The measurement of lo\\·.energy p, y or
X.rays may reqnire special precautions, as pointed out in Chapter 10,
section II, D and Chapter 6, section III, C, 1. In the case of heavy
samples, error~ are even poasible for high energy y·rays.

Moreover, during activa.tion, the standard must receive the same
neutron dose as the sample. This requirement is normally easy to
fulfill, except in the case of accelerator activation.

In order to illustrate some of the above problems, the caUbration uf
an oxygen standard for the determination of oxygen in steel with 14
MeV neutrons will be described (59). Tho samples have the form of a
disk of 9 mm thickness, with a diameter of 26 mm; they are pneu.
matically transferred and irradiated without container in an alumininm
tube of rectangular section (9.5 mm x 26.5 mm). The standard
consists of 4.92 g of a mixture of 26.62% Fe,O, + 73.39% graphite,
Le. 394 mg of oxygen, pressed in a steel box with the same external
dimensions as the samples. The blank value of box plus graphit~ is
4 mg of oxygen. The internal diameter of the box is 22.00 ± 0.02 mm
and the internal thickness 7.00 ± 0.02 mm (Figure 7.5). The standard
is irradiated simultaneonsly with the sample, in an alumininm tube
which is placed directly behind the sample tnbe, as appears from
Figure 7.5. Several problems now occur:

I. Due to the steep tlux gradient in the neighbourhood of the target
(see Figure 10.2), the average dose in position 2 is approximately
3 times smaller than in position 1.
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If possible, the activation analysis should be checked by another
analytical method, such as colorimetry, tlame photometry, spectro.
metry, although the latter is significantly less precise (58).

Before applying a procedure, it should obviously be checked by a
number of good radiotracer experiments.
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where exp (- L"d) represents the screening elTeet of a standard
in position I upon the activit,y, induced in a standard in position 2.

From equations (7.4) and (7.5) follows:

2. In the case of an analysis, a steel sample is irradiated in position I
and a standard in position 2. Then the measured liN activity is
given by: .

(7.10)

From equations (7.6) and (7.9) it follows that the unknown weight
of oxygen is given by:

w" B,,(I) exp (- Lr,d) z" [F,1
W

s
- k' B,,(2) • exp (-L.. d)· z,.'7;

where" takes into account the flux gradient and di.f£erences in the
detection efficiency (ca. 3);

exp (-L"d)/e:r:p (-L..d): the di.f£erent screening eJrect in the
case of a steel sample or a standard (0.949 ± 0.006);

Z,.tZF': the "transmission" factor for standard and steel sample
(1.065 ± 0.(05);

[P,l/P,: the avcrage flux (in position 1) over the coDtents of
a box and over the whole sample (1.042 ± 0.005).

The experimental determination of these correction factors is
described in ref. (59) for ....tritium target with an eJrective diameter of
ca. 16 mm, if the front sides ofsample and standard are at a distance of
approximately 9 and 22 mm from the target. The total correction !actor
is thus 1.053 (± 1%), plus a 4.5 mg oxygen b1aDk. In other words,
a.!though the standard ocntains 394 mg of oxygen, it caD be ocnsidered
to contain an apparent weight of

(394 x 1.053) + 4.5 419.2
" or -,,-mg.

Preisler and Stllrk (60) investigated the feasibility of severa.! stan·
dards for the determination of tantalum in niobium by reactor
activation: (a) compact Ta metal (one piece); (b) finely powdered Ta;
(c) finely powdered Ta.O" Ii-4O 1'; (d) finely powdered Ta.O, mixed
with spectroscopically pure carbon 1/20; (e) Ta,O, produced from
Ta·f1uoride solution and precipitated on carbon powder, 1/50; (f) Ta
fluoride solution, 0.8 mg/mI; (g) Ta.O, mixed with Nb.O., precipitated
from the fluoride solution with ammonia. Tha apecific activity of
standard (e) was ocnsiderably less than thet of standards (f) and (g),
whereas standard (a) was even smaller (factor of 2). Nota that (g) caD

be considered as an addition method of analysis.

(B) SECONDAllY STANDAllDS

The problems described above can also occur in reactor activation
analysis. The elimination of eystematic 1Irl'OI'8, due to lIux gradients,

I
I
j

(7.9)

(7.7)

••[F,l
or ••[i;] = k exp (-L"d)

(7.6)

W,.z,[F.l exp (-L,.eil'"

w.zF,F•••[.F,l

B,.(l)

R,,(2)

Simultaneous irradiation of a standard in position 2 yields a
UN activity at the end of activation:

B,,(2) = ',.z.a[F ,]w"ONAS exp (- L"cl)IA (7.5)

B,,(I) = k = .,[F.l
B,,(2) ••[F.l exp (-L"d)

B.,(I) = '"z,aF,wsONASIA

for the steel sample, and by

B,,(2) = ",z.a[F .lw,.ON"S exp (-L••d)/A (7.8)

S = saturation factor = I - exp (- .It.);
A = atomic weight of oxygen;
[i'.l = average neutron flux in the box at position I;
'. = the detection efficiency of the counter I for 6 MeV l'·rays

(depends on the geometry, absorber thickness, diseri·
minator setting, ...);

'" = transmission factor for 14 MeV neutrons and 6 MeV
1'.rays in a standard (Le. in 2 x I mm steel plus 7 mm
standard mixture), taking into account that the front is
more active than the back.

for the stsndard, where F, = average neutron flux in the aample
at position I; '" represents the transmission factor for a steel sample.
Hence,
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dctermination of phosphorus:

(7.13)

(7.14)

(7.15)

-,r'·'}. PREP.AlU.TlON Oil' HAlaU'I"Klj 4U'J.) S'!'.,A1UJ..UUJ::t

OR = specifio up activity without Cd
p specifio up activity with Cd

and depends on the 'I',I'I't.b ratio.
OR. is the cadmium ratio for sulfur, determined by tho counting of

"p. i.e. from the "S(n, p) reaotion. Since the cadmium cover does not
influence the fast neutron reaotion rate, OR. ~ 1."Hence the solution
of the above equations i.

ORp
A(n, y) = (A. - A.) OR --~ A. - A,

p - 1

ifORp > 1.

detcrmination of sulfur:
- (A, - A.)

A(n,p)=A.- OR. ~A.

ifORp > 1.

The simultaneous determination of phosphorus and sulfur is easy if

0.1 < A(n, y) < 10
A(n, p)

The concentration of CI in the &ample must be determined, e.g. via
the reaction "CI(n, y)"CI. and the corresponding up activity from
the reaction ·'CI(n. «)"P subtraoted from A, and A•. In any case,
two secondary standards (S and CI) are required for the determination
of phosphorus.

The standards or comparators can be prepared from knowu amounts
of the respective elements or compounds. If a compound is used, it
should exhibit sloiohlometrio and radioMio stahmty. Some examples:
Arsenio As,O.; antimony Sb.O.; barium Ba(NO.).; cesium CaNO.:
chlorine NaCl; copper Cu: hafnium ill: cobalt Co-AJ alloy; iron Fe;
indium In; mercury HgO: molybdenum MoO.: phosphorus MgsP.O,:
rubidium Rb; scandium So(NO.>': selenium So, SeO.: eilver AgNO.:
strontium Sr(NO.).: sulfur S, (NH.>aS0•• LiaS0.: tellurium Te: tin

'....
'j.~

"P activity from bare sample: A, = A(n, y) + A(n, p) (7.11)

32p activity from covercd sample: A. = A(n, y) + A(n, p) (7.12)
ORp ORs

ORp is the cadmium ratio of phosphorus. as d.termined by me6ll8 of a
phosphorus standard:

R.action: nP(n, y)32P; T 11, = 14.2 d; 1.707 MeV,8-

Interf.ring reactions: 328(n, p)32P; "CI(n. «)32P.

The r.lative importanc. of int.rf.r.nce can be found by the m.thod,
described by Koch and Roesm.r (48). This m.thod r.quir... the know.
ledge of the CI and the S conc.ntration _in the sample; this can be
found by determining the "CI activity (from "CI(u, y») in the &ample
and in a secondary Cl-standard, and the "s activity (from "S(n, y))
in the sample and in a s.condary S.standard. After the dctermination
of the "P production in the sccondary CI· and S.standards, this allows
calculation of the "P activity due to chlorine and sulfur in the &ample.
If th... "P activities are subtracted from the total up activity in
the sample, ths n.t contribution oCth. r.action np(n. y)"P is obtained;
by comparison with the up activity in the "primary" P·standard. the
phosphorus concentration in the sample can be calculated.

A simpler correction m.thod is possible by irradiating the aample
with and without cadmium cov.r. Subtracting the first valus (due to
(n. p) and (n. «) reactions with fast neutroM) fl'om the second (due to
(n, pl. (n, «) snd (n. y) reactions) leaves only the acthity induced by
thermal neutrons « 0.5 eV).

Irradiation with and without- cadmium allows the simultan.ous
determination of phosphorus and of sulfur via the radionuclide "P,
which is easily counted, on condi<ion that the chlorine content of the
sample is sufficiently low.

""\~EUTRON AOTIVATION ANALYSIS

diff.r.nt absorption of th.rmal and/or .picadmium n.utrollS or of
.mitted ,8.particles and y. or X.rays is discussed iu Chapt.r 10.

Som.times int.rf.ring activiti.s are produced by the matrix or oth.r
constituents in the sampl•. In that c..... the sample. should be irradi.
ated togeth.r with primary and s.condary stsndal'ds. .A!1 important
example of interf.rence occurs in the analysis fot phosphorus in
biological mat.rials.
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Sn; zino Zn, ZnO; zirconium ZrO(NO,),.2H,0; uranium n..tur..1
U ,0, ... The weights must be ohosen to limit the sLteuuation of the
neutron flux to I or 3% (see equations (10.ll)-{lO.13) ..nd (10.18)
(10.20). Ch..pter 10).

Some elements have such high ..bsorption cross sections for thermal
..nd/or epiclLdmium neutrons, that it becomes very difficult to weigh the
required ..mount ..ccur..tely (rhodium. gold. iridium. indium, •••). As
st..ted in Ch..pter 10. this problem c..n be solved by using .. known
..mount of dilute stlLnd..rd solution.

A pipetting devioe for volumes of lO-L lO-' ml bs been described
by F..rlow tl al. (61). As ..lre..dy stated ..bove. the problem of losses
by lLdsorption on the gl..... pyrex or polythene w..lIs must be con·
sidered for dilute solutions.

The percentage "dsorption depends on the concentr&tion of the
element. on the ..cidity of the solution ..nd on the n..ture of the element
..nd of the cont..iner. In gener..l. it is recommendet.l to st..rt from
rel..tively concentr&ted stock solutions ..nd to preparo the necessary
dilutions just before use. The lLdsorption c..n also occur in the irrlLdi..•
tion c..psule ..nd· even be enh..nced by the intense radi..tion in the
r...ctor.

Appro:a:im..tely 30-40% of the ..ctivity was lLdsorbed on .. polythene
capsule for 10-7 g NH,I &fter ..n irrlLdi..tion of 30 minutes ..t 0; flux of
6.10" n cm-' S-1 (62). In the case of mercury (lO ppm in ..queeus
solution). up to 90% was lLdsorbed on polythene or qu..rtz. After
irr..di..tion of .. gold solution in .. qu..rtz O&psule at high neutron fluxes.
it m..y be necess..ry to remove the &dsorbed ..ctivity by boiling in
aqua regia.

Cont..min..tion of the stand..rd solution by the container w..11 is
unlikely to be troublesome.

If irradi..tion of liquids in the re&Ctor is forbidden, the solution O&n
be eVlLpor..ted before ses.ling the tube. Such stand..rds can be used for
high integr..ted neutron fluxes.

For short irrlLdi..tions or low integr..ted neutron fluxes. the stlLlld..rd
solution c..n be tr..nsferred to .. disk of chrom..togr..phy p"per (WhlLt.
man no. 3. 12 '1lI1l in di..meter) by me..ns of .. micropipette or by
turning the c..libr..ted micrometer hcad of .. modified microburette
.....mbly (± 2 x 10-' em'). The disk is covered with .. solution of
polystyrene; ..fter ev..por..tion of the solvent. it is packed in .. thin
polyethylene foil and s...led with .. soldering iron. The reproducibility is

'II
better tbnl % (63). The problem of neutron shielding in the st&nd&rds
is obviously elinlin&ted. If the SlLmples ",e counted &iter precipitation
lLIld filtr..tion upon a simil&r disk of filter p"per, the geometry is
pr&ctiC&l1y the SlLme as for the sta.nds.rds.

Wh..tman No. I p..per has even beenused for irrlLdi..tiOll ..t .. neutron
flux of 4 x 10" n cm-I r ' for 11 dlLys (64); the paper then beoomes
brittle, although it can still be used.

Gibbons ..nd lAwson (OO) prep",ed indium sta.nds.rds by absorbing a
stlLnd&rd indium solution on pure cellulose to give a physicaJ size
sinill&r to th..t of the zinc slLmples to be lLIlaiyzed. When no chemicaJ
sep",..tions ",e performed. one will count "At &Ctivity shortly &iter
the end ofirrlLdi..tion {E. -1.28MeV, TI/ I -1.8h)fromairenclosed
with the slLmple or st&nd&rd. When the irr&diation can &nd cont&iner
",e opened. this &Ctivity will mostly disapp&&r. According to Ande,rs
(66) one c..n &!so get "At...ctivity from recoil of t.he air, surrounding
the vi..ls during ..ctiVlLtion. If. for short irrlLdi..tion lLIld w&iting times•
chemicaJ sep..r..tions ..re ·o&rried out upon the SAmple lLIld not upon the
st..nd&rds. this could give rise to low resulto.

The most desir..ble mechlLnicaJ form ofthe stlLnd&rds m..y be dictated
to .. consider..ble extent by the environment in which they are to be
..ctiv..ted. Long irr&diation times. high neutron flu:a:ea' &nd/or high
temper..tures impose sever&! restrictions: the st&nd&rd materi&l must
be present in very sm&l1 quimtities in order to ..void severe hlLIld1ing
problems &fter &CtiVlLtion and/or must be o&p..ble ofwithstlLnding high
temper..tures. The I..tter requirement is met lLIld dilution of the stlLn·
d..rd m..teri..1 &ehieved by &l1oying with high·purity &!umiDium. A
wire di..meter of 0.5 mm. for instance. reqaires no 1&rge corrections for
100&1 flux depressions; tho qu..ntity ofilie st&nd&rd materi&l to be
..ctiv..ted should be held ..t or below a level such thet no neutron. of
..ny energy. wculd Mve gre..ter then 1% prob..bility of O&pture during
.. tr..verse through the wire in .. direction perpendicu1&r to its &xis
(see Ch..pter 10. section II, B 4c(2)). This specif1es.tion le&ds to the
following typicaJ compositions (weight % of Il&tur&! element in
..Iuminium): (67)

Lu (5.9); Eu (0.17); Ir (O.26); In (0.037); Au (O.065); W (0.067);
Se (2.5); As (0.30): L& (0.61): Cd (O.17); en (O.51); Co (O.I)•

Most of the ..bove elements Mve been successfully combined with
high purity ..luminium, sw..ged into slender rods, lLIld drawn into wires.
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Mostly a true aIJoy is formed; in other cases (tungst"n) a dispersion of
finely divided particles is obtained by mixing the cle.uent ofinterest as
a fine powder into the molten aluminium (67). Difliculties have been
encountered for achieving a mixture of aluminium with arsenio,
selenium, and cadmium.

At the Central Buresu for Nuclear Measurements of Euratom (Geel,
Belgium), a number of alloys are made, in the form of disks, wires and
tubes (Table 7.6). Detsils concerning the preparation of homogeneous
AI.alloys by levitation melting in argon are dCilcribcd in ref. (68).

TABLE 7.6
Homogeneous alloys (68)

Bet.ween brackets: weight %

AI-Ag (0-2) AI-Eu (0-5) AI-La (0-5) AI-W (0-10)
AI-Au (0-5) AI-Gd(0-5) AI-Mn (CJ-4)
AI-D (0-1) Al-Ho(0-5) A1-Rh (0-5) Sn-In } any
AI-Cd (0-2) AI-In (0-1) AI-8m (0-2) Sn-ed oompoai-

tion
AI-Co (0-5) AI-Ir (0-5) A1-Th (0-20)
AI-Dy (0-10) AI-Li (0-1) AI-U (0-24) Z.....Co (0-1)

The homogeneity can be checked by standard mttho(1s of chemical
analysis. For Co-AI alloy a homogeneity of ±2-3%has been reported
(63); the Co-AI alloy prepared at the C.B.N.M. of Euratom (Geel,
Belgium) has a homogeneity of ±0.3%.

Impurities from aluminium give rise to negligible aotivities, so that,
in most cases, a chemical separation is not necessary. Aluminium itself
is a favourable base material from the nuclear standpoint as well as the
mechsnical. The cross section is small for radiative capture, yielding
2.3 m IS AI which can be permitted to decay before counting begins.
The "AI(n, p)UMg reaction is scarcely more troubiesome, in view of

. the 9.5 m half·life of the product. The I5.hour UNa from the (n, 'X)
reaction is a potential source of trouble, the high threshold and small
cross section for the reaction are favourable, however.

Recke and Sorantin (69) determined silver in lead and prepared
stsndards by melting a known amount of high quality lead with pure
silver after removing the oxide layers. Melting was performed in an
inert atmosphere and an alloy of 1% was produced.

'I. 1'IUll'.lJlJ,TlON Oil' S4Ml'Lll:S AND STANDaDS

(D) LAaGIil NUMBD Oil' STAND~D8

If a large numbOJ' of elements are determined simultBnsously. it
becomes a problem to irradiate a stanCard fo»" each element in the same
irradiation can. One can then irradiate a ac.lution, containing all the
elements of interest in known concentrations and separate them
chemically just as for the sample. The work of Towell u al. (33) about
the determination of rare earths in rocks has already been mentioned
in section I, H of this chapter.

A chemical separation of such a complex standard solution can
be avoided, e.g. by measuring the activities with a Ge(Ll) detector.
Such a method has been used by Ballaux (70) for the determination or
Na,K, Sc, Cr,Fe, CO,CU, Zn, Ga, Cd, La, Pt, Tl,Aglllld Winaelenium.
The HClsolution, containing knOWD amounts of snitable comp0nnda of
these elements (0.03-1400 /Ioll/Ioo pl) was freshly prepared. Silver llIld
tungsten were added after evaporation of HCI. After dilution, aliquots
of 100 pl were directly pipetted into a number of quartz ampoules,
evaporated to dryness and sealed. For each analysis, such a standard
ampoule was taken. After irradiation at a /lux of 6 x 10" nom-I .-',
the selenium matrix was distilled and the gamma spectrum of the
residue compared with that of the standard Solution. For the deter
mination of gold a separate standard was used, to avoid misinterpre
tation of the analysis ('tlAu from the reaction lO'Au(n, )')'tlAu(n, )')
" 'Au could introduce positive errore in the determination of platinum
via the reaction '''Pt(n, )'),tlPt~ lO'Au). It is obvious that the
elements in the standard solution must be present in suitable pro
portions, so that their activities will be of the same order of magnitude.

The standards can alsG be irradiated in several groups, e.g. an am.
poule containing elements, soluble in HCI (such as Cr, Cu, Au, Ge,
Zn, .••) another ampoule contsiniDg elements soluble in ammonia plus
ammonium tartrate (such as Sb, As, W, ete.). This method is used by
1Iaenhout (71) and by Neirinckx (72) for the dstermination of im.
purities in tin and titanium respectively. After irradiation, the gamma
spectrum of the impurities in tin (after distillAtion of the matrix) or in
titanium (after separation of the scandium activity by ion exchange)
is compared with that of the standard solutions, using a Ge(Li)
detector.

If the activation is performoo at a relatively low integrated neutron
/lux, r. large number of standard solutions can be spotted on a paper
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(7.16)

TABLE 7.7
Adsorption and desOrption of aom8 element. on Down:

ion exohange l'OIina (74)

" B.
w. - -w,B,

where B is the count rate, w the weight, the subacript :I: refers to the
sample and , to the standard (ace Chapter 10, equation (10.1»; in
tho single comparator method this equation is replaoed by

k B. 8,/(1), (7 17)
W. - B, 8J(I). W, •

where 8 - 1 - exp (-Alb) (saturation faotor) and /(1) - exp (-AI)
(dacay factor).
If the half·lives of the radionuolide of interest and of the comparator

Eloment Adsorption In KD D.orption In KD Reoinrorm

Ao(ill) HAo.17.m 16 ECI, 1M 0.8' IX8/Ai-
adsorption ...

cl')lwnn
Au(ill) ECl,2M 7x 10' Thioureum, 7.6% 0.3 IX8/0I-
Co(li) HIO.!, IO-IM: 1600 ENO" 8M 0.3 IX8/0x'-
Cr(llI) HaOS, lO-'M' 200 HCI,9M I 1X8/0lt'-

(2d ohaking)
Co(li) HAo,17M 860 HA-,8M: 0.7 IX8/Cl-
Eu(llI) HIOt, 10-1M: 1.6 x 10' EOI,811 I 1X8/0lt'-
ao(llI) ECl,8M 10' ECI,O.6M 0.6 IX8/Cl-
In(llI) B.OI:, 10-1)1 10' ENO" 1M I IX8/0lt'-
K(II H,O S x 10· ECI,UM 6 60X4fl1+
La(llI) ECI, O.IM 8 x 10' ECI,8M 8.6 6OX4fl1+
Mo(VI) HCl,8M 226 H,BO,,88% 8.3 IX8/Cl-
No(1) E,O 6480 ECI,8M 3 6OX4fl1+
Sb(ill) EOI,2M 600 NoOE,lM 8 IX8/Cl-
8o(W) B.OI:, Ii x 10-'M 10' ECl,2),[ 1.3 IX8/0lt'-
To(V) EF,6M 10' NE,F,4%

I I IX8fF-
NH,<:!,14%

W(VI) HF.8M 336 EF.IM U IX8fF-
H.BO•• 2%

Zn(li) ECl,2M 980 HAG.8Jd 0.7 IX8/Cl-

L

~.

strip (2 cm x 20 cm) which can first be washcd with triple distillcd
water, if necessary. After covering with a ccllophane or an aluminium
foil (to avoid contact between different parts of the paper), the strip
is rolled up and irradiated with the samples. Ifexposed to high neutron
doses, the paper decomposes, and adh"""" to the aluminium foil.

A sImlla.r method is described by ]larthomeuf el al. (73). The pieces
of paper, on which the standard solution is spotted, arc placed next t.o
each other on a sufficiently long polyethylene belt and covered with
polyethylene; by means of a suitable heat.sesllng iron, a ring is sealed
around each standard. Finally, the ribbon is folded like the bellows of
an accordion and placed in the irradiation can. One can easily irradiate
70 such standards in the same container.

A large number of standards can be irradialP..<l in a small volume,
if capillary capsules are used. Up to 100 of these capillariea fit into a
standard irradiation can. The possibility of bursting in the reactor,
owing to the formation of volatile radiolysis products, is negligible
because of the great relative atrength of these small silica containers.

Dc Corte and Van den Winkel (74) proposcd to replace at""dard
aolutions by ion exchange beads, on which a known amount of element
had been adsorbed in a suitablo medium. It has been found that the
element was homogeneously distributed over the ion exchanger. It is
easier to weigh accurately auch a powder than a liquid. Amounts of
2{}-50 mg were sealed in fuscd silica capillaries. After irradiation, the
element was desorbed in a nuitable solution and couut.ed. Note that the
resin contains impurities such aa Na, Cl, Zn. A large number of such
"standards" fit in the irradiation container. In Table 7.7, the conditions
for adaorption and desorption of a number of elements are summarized.
Fe(ill), Sn(IV) and Tl(III) can easily be weighed in capillary quartz
tubes, hence no KD values were determined.

Girardi el al. (75) considered the possibility of eliminating the
comparators by using an absolute method. As could be expected,
this procedure cannot compete in accuracy with the relative method,
due to the uncertainties in the knowledge of nuclear constants required
for the calculations, especially cr088 sections and 1'·ray abundances of
radionuclides (see Chapter 10, section I).

The method of a single comparator for different elements ha. been
critically evaluated by Girardi 01 al. (76). In the relative method the
unknown weight of the element in the sample is calculated from the
equation
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are not equo ,;0 S, and I(t). ;0 1(1),. Hence, the irradiation and
waiting time ,s well as the half·lives must be exactly known.

AB can be seen from equations (7.17) and (10.1), the factvr k is given
by

The factor k is determined by measuring tho activity (e.g. the
photopeak counting rate) of a known amount of the element. of
interest ("'1' "'" .••) and of the comparator (8). This 1: valu. must
obviously b. the same when performing the actual analysis; i.•. z,/zz
must remain constant (constan, counting geometry "ith the same
detection system, identical evaluation of the photopeak, counting rat.,
etc.) and

(a, + !!.!.I) I(a, + 'P'.I)
tptb' 9'th z

must remain constant. If (I/a,), ;0 (I/a,). tlti. means that 'P'/'P'. must
be constant. When the irradiation position is well thermaJized so that
the cadmium ratio for the nuclide of interest is ., 50, variations in the
epithermal contribution have a negligibl. effect (cj. Chapter 10, II, B,
4b). men the epithermal component of the reactor 1Iux increases,

.the number of elements to which the method can be applied decreases.
The elements which can still be determined are those having I/a.
values within a certsin rang' from that of the single comparator.

The app!icability of the method can be increase,l by an appropriate
choice of the flentron flux monitor, in relation to tlu~ neutron spectrum
available and the nature of the problem under study. Cobalt is a good
single comparator for elements such as Nb, 235U, Eu, Hf, Ga. Zn, Cu,

, Pr, MD, ... Other elements, such as Ta, Sb, I, In, Br, Sm, TI, W, Ir,
Ag, Re, Th, AB, hav.i/a. values betwe.n 8 and ~6, for which gold is
a better single comparator than cobalt.

The method can find useful applications in automatod analysis, or
when a large number of elements are determined in on. sample.
According to Girardi el al. (76) the accuracy and proeision are similar to
those of the relative method. Applications include nOn destruotive
determination of trac. elements giving short·liveJ isotopes (?tIn, Cl,

( 'P')a,+-I
k = tpth' 8, z, .A J:

(
a, + !!.!.I) . O• •z•. .A,

'Ptb Z

(7.18)

~ ........ _._..... .. ..... .... ,.. .-. ',':.)

Na and Cu in terphenyls, Mn in biologios.! materials) and deatrul J
s.na1ysi. of trace elements giving both .hort-lived and long.lived
isotopes (Rb, Ca, Sr, F., Co, Zn, U, Th, So, Cr, Hg, ••. in biologios.!
.peoimens), determination of Cr in iron, ohlorine in lake water (76),
AB, Sb, Cu and Au in lead (77) and of rara earth elements in miner&l.,
.uch as gadolinite and tantalo·columbite (78). i'his m.thod is not
recomm.nded if only a reaotor with a llig!! .pithermal 1Iux and non·
.teady operation i. availabl•. In this oaso One can expect b.tter results
from dual comparator monitoring as deaoribed in Cilapter 3, seotion
VI, A. A large variety ofelements to b. d.termined in a .mall series of
samples may not warrant the preliminary ••••••mll11t of k values and
continuous control of the constanoy of til. experimental param.ters.

To obtain a large numb~r of uniformly aotivated asmples and
.tandards, a rotary .p.cimen raok (lazy Susan), can be nsed. It is
onolosed in a water tight aluminium eas. and lito; into a w.ll in the
graphite r.1Ieotor of a Trigareaotor. This speoimen raok has forty
aluminium oups, eaoh. of whioh can hold two standard specimen
oontain.rs. Rotating is performed at one rev per min (79). The samples
and .tandards .hould be fixed "t the same radius from the disk axis.
Using cobalt wire monitors, it has been found that the 1IuotuatioDB in
neutron 1Iux did not exceed ±1%(60). (S.. also Cilapter 4, seotion il).

(E) THE ADDl'l'ION MIilTHOD IN TRAOE AI<£LYSIS BY NEU'I'IlON

ACTIVATION

Th. method of known additions allow. the detection and/or
elimination of relative .ystematio errors. These errors can b. due to a
poor reproduoibility of the experimental conditions (e.g. unstable
counting equipment, local1lux differences during the irradiation of the
.amples, eto.) or to the iu1Iuence of foreign sub.tances (matrix effect,
neutron sllielding differences b.tween samples and comparators,
iu1Iuenc. of tho density of the radioaotiv'. source on the detection
effioienoy, eto).

Ab.olute sy.tematio errors cannot be eliminated by the addition
method. of analysis. Hence, interferences due to a .ystematioally in.
.ufficient radioohemical purity remain unknown by this m.thod. Suoh
interferences can, how.ver, be d.teoted in many cases by gamma ray
.peotrom.try. Even then, absolute .ystematio errors are poosibl. if a
for.ign radionuolid. is present, wllioh emits a gamma ray of the same

•



energy, o. the case of two positron .mitten This problem can be
solved by measuring more than one photop•.lk or by repeating the
measurements at different times after the end of the irradiation, Le.
by checking the results by a quasi-independent method.

Partial decrease of the induced activity in samples and comparators
(by different neutron shielding) or coneentratitm dependent variations
in the finally recorded signal (such as coincidence losses during the
counting, e.g. due to the poor quality of the live timer of the multi·
channel spectrometer, or when counting short-Jived rcdionuelides with
the multichannel analyzer) arise normally as relative systematic errors.

The elimination of relative systematic errors must, however, be
paid for with a decreased precision or reproducibility, i.e. with larger
random deviations (80). The numerical exactness of a result is, however,
undoubtedly more important than the extent of the scatter.

The application of the addition method mllst be limited to linear
functions. This condition is normally fulfilled in activation anaiysi.:
activity = experimental constant x weight. The experimental con·
stant is identical with the specific measured activity. It can be .hown
that the best precision and accuracy are obtained if the amount of the
element added equals approximately the amouut originally present
in the sample. The addition method of analJ'sis is also discussed in
Chapter 11, section I, F and Chapter 10, II, n, .10(3). In Chapter 10,
II, B, 4c(4) the combination of the addition method of analysis and
of the internal standard method is described. Statistical considerations
and a numerical example can be fourid in section V, C of Chapter 11.

Pradicol addition mellwd in adivalion analysis. The finely powdered
samples (lD-l00 mg) are weighed and sealed ir, silica tubes. Standards
are prepared by addition of a known volume (5D-l00 1'1) or weight of
a suitable standard solution of the element to tbe same weight (lD-l00
mg) ofsample powder. After carefully evaporating to dryness, th& silica
tubes are sealed. All weights should preferably bo the s"me within ±1%.
This procedure is applioable to materials which arc soluble in a liquid
(water, acid, ...) after irradiation. It mllst he borne in mind that
there is no absolute certitude that the added muterial is homogeneously
distributed in the standard, i.e. samples and standards are possibly
not identically irradiated. Spiking is also possible on clean, solid
blocks (sandwich mounting), although, in that case, the added'material
is obviously not homogeneously distributed.

For the determination of silver in lead, Adams el al. (81) added a

I
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standardized solution ofAgNO. to the lead powder. Tracer experin.""ts
showed that 00% of the silver was deposited on the lead powder after
48 h, and that the homogeneity oftbe sample was better than 2% for a
silver concentration of 100 ppm.

Recke et al. (69) melted lead and added a known amount of silver to
produce an alloy with 1% Ag, from which filings were used as the
standard. Such a procedure eliminates different detootion efficiencies
for the radionuelide of interest by different absorption in samples and
standards. These authors measured the 2.87 MeV beta radiation of24 s
llGAg, taking care that the sample thickness was 2.1 g em-I, which is
slightly more than needed to reach the infinite thickness for the 2.87
MeV beta rays (see Chapter 6, section m, C, 1).

When samples and standards (i.e. samples + known additional are
irradiated in solution, the added element is, of course, homogeneously.
distributed and. there are llCUleutron Rhielding differences.

An example is the determination of mercury in bismuth (82): 12 g of
a bismuth samplewudissolved in 7Nnitrloacidandmadeup to 50 ml.
From this solution 0.5 ml was transferred to a qua.rt.z ampoule. In this
way a number of samples were prepared to which 0.2 to 21'g of mercury
were added. To the remaining samples no mercury was added. Two
blank solutions of th& same volume were prepared. The reSult of this
addition method was in good agreement with that obtained by
comparison with a meroury standard.

This method is even applicable to many refractory materials, if
Wichers' mothod is followed, as described in section I, J of this chapter.

IIi some cases the samples must be dissolved by a peroxide fusion
after the irradiation. The addition method 118n then be OllITied out as
follows: 2D-l00 pi of a suitable standard solution of the element is
spotted on a small filter paper (ce.. 15 mg) and dried. The sample is
weighed in cellophane or Mylar foU (also ca. 15 mg), wrapped in the
spiked filter paper and irradiated in an aluminium saucer. The com·
plete contents of the saucers are fused with sodium peroxide in a nickel
orncible after which chemical separations are carried out. There is, of
course, no homogeneous distribution of the element in the sample,
but in most cases there is no substantial difference in received llux
between the sample and the added element (53.64).

Preisler and Stark (60) determined tantalum in niobium and prepared
standards by procipitation of Nb 10. + Ta,O. from lluoride ..lution
with ammonia (see section II, A of this ehepter).
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Anders and Briden (7) used an addition method for the determina.
tion of oxygen in cesium metal with 14 MeV neutrons.

TilLE 7.8
Extra.pure canning: materiala Cor neutron activation aD&1yaia (3)

Aluminium

...._------- ..-- ..------ -_._------_ --..---_ .

0.33b

6.10"

U3b
2.6 b alSi

SiO,
high purity

. > 10"

ppm AI < 0.02 0.3
Aa 1.6 0.001 <0.0002
B < 0.6 < 0.01 0.09
Ca - < 0.6 < 0.1 0.2
Cd 0.07
Or < 0.01 < 0.1 0.3
Cu 1.9 0.08 < 0.0002 0.004-4 (a)
Fe 3 < 0.2 < 0.1 0.6
Oe 0.3
Mg 10 .0.08
MIl. 0.3 0.16 < 0.001 0.08 (a)
Pb < 0.1 0.2
Sb 1.2 0.002 0.0001~.2 (e)
So 0.6 0.2
Zn 0.6
U 0.002

(e) D. Bnma (17)

n. crosa'B80tWn 0.23 b

{

2.3m "AI
activation products U h UNa

9.6m"Mg
D. em-I Cor breakdown > 10·'

presented by Schroeder and Winchester (85) for the determination of
sodium in silicates and rocks.

The problem of numbering can be avoided by placing all the samples
next to each other on a large polyethylene ribbon, baYing a thickness of
0.1 mm. a width of 20 mm and the desired length as described by
Barthomewel al. (73). The foil is prepared by making cavities for the
powders, using a' small press equipped with a soldering Iron. The
samples weighing ca. 20 mg are placed in th... cavities and covered
with a piece of polyethylene. A ring is sealed around each sample as
described above. The belt i. thcn folded like the bellows ofan accordion

1. Polyethylene Comainera for Powders

Powders can be packed in small snap-cap polyethylene vials. For
short irradiations oblong gelatine capsules have bcen used.

Satisfactory sealed pockets are prepared by placing a woighed
sample on a square of 25 /L polyethylcne an'; covering this with a
sccond square. The asscmbly, on a shcet of papcr, is then transferred
to a heat-sealing iron and a ring is sealed around thc sample by pressing
a 1 cm vial cap on the polyethylene for a few soconds. If the manipula.
tions are carried out with tongs and gloves, contamination of the
polyethylene with sodium is very small. Together with standards and
samples, several blank polyethylene packets are prepared. Individual
specimens can be numbered with ink or by paper tabs fastened with
tape, such that the labels, which become radioactive during neutron
irradiation, can be clipped off before counting. This method has been

ID. Containers and Canning ~Iaterial

The most commonly used canning matcrials are aluminium, silica
and polyethylene. These materials can be made very pure, have a low
cross section for thermal neutrons, give little or no long-lived activity
by activation and are resistant to radiation. Some properties and
impurities are indicated in Table 7.8. Each material has some dis
advantages: aluminium gives rise to UNa by (n, ex) reaction and is not
always very pure; Cornelis (83) found tho following long-lived im
purities: Fe 2.5 ppm, Or 50 ppm, Co 0.25 ppm, So 0.75 ppm and Zn
460 ppm. Silica bccomes rclatively active after irradiation and poly
ethylene becomes brittle after exposure to relatively low integrated
neutron fluxes. Ultra pure quartz is availablc, which contains a total
impurity level of less than 1 ppm, except for chlorine (~37 ppm) (84) ..

(A) POLYETHYLENE

Suitable polyethylene containeI"3 can be COlLstructed for powders or
solid samples and for liquids.
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and placen __• the standard irradiation can. One can easily irradiate an
accordion with 40 samples. In order to avoid systematio errors, due to
neutron flux gradients, one can for instance irradiate 30 samples and
10 standards, spaced at identical intervals.

2. OOM/ruc/ion oj Polyethylene Viala J'" LilJUid8

Pieces of tubing can be sealed by warming in a bunsen or cigar
lighter flame until opalescence disappears and then squeezing with
forceps. Such vials occasionally develop leaks on impact in the pneu·
matic tube of the reactor, and can thus not be recommended for
packing liquid samples.

A much stronger heat seal can be made using a special glass tubing
device, as described by Winchester and Hashimoto (51). A 2 cm length
of glass tubing of inner diameter equal to the polyethylene outer
diameter is fused to a handle of capillary glass tubing. A short length of
polyethylene tubing, previously cleaned with nitric acid, is slipped into
the device which has been made wet with water. The device is warmed
in a flame at the point of attachment of the capillary handle, and as the
polyethylene is warmed it is pushed in and becom.. molded into a
strong seal. The device is cooled in water and the sealed polyethylene
is removed easily as air can pass into the capillary. Pri"r cleaning of the
glass device in hot concentrated nitric acid is recommended to prevent
sticking to the polyethylene.

The vial can be filled with the sample solution leaving a small air
space at the top. The top is then sealed in the same way. These vials
can also be used for solid samples.

After irradiation, the vial can be opened by supporting it in a one
hole rubber stopper and slicing off one end.

Instead of constructing vials from polyethylene tubing, one can
obviously also use commercially available vials. For irradiation of
liquid samples, they must be sealed hermetically. Two methods uf
sealing polyethylene vials are described by lllilop (BG).

The apparatus consists of a bar of stainless steel 2 cm in diameter
and 13 em long which replaces the copper bit of a 300 watt soldering
iron. In the bottom of this bar a hole 1.25 em in diameter is drilled
to enable the insertion of the top of the polyethylene vial. Unless con·
siderable precautions are taken, the steel tends to, overheat, causing the
molten polyethylene to adhere to it. This can be overcome by wrapping
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thc top of the vial tightly with aluminium foil before insertion. 'l:lle foil
acts as a heat transfer medium, forms a mold for the molten poly.
ethylene and prevents it from adhering to the steel. After cooling, the
foil can easily be removed from the polyethylene.

The method requires little skill and ill claimed to be especially
suitable for sealing inflammable samples such ae benzene. A dis
advantage is the u.. of aluminium due to an increased danger of vial
contamination by small aluminium po.rt.icles.

It has been found that a miniature welding torch using a mixture oC
oxygen and acetylene and capable oC producing an intense, pin.point
flame, is ideally suited Cor sealing polyet.hylene vials. The extremely
small size of the lIame enables very localized heating oC the poly.
ethylene around the junction oCthelid and the Vial itself. No dilliculties
are said to occur by surface tension effects in the molten polyethylene,
which may result in a ..p.....tion between the polyethylene comprising
the lid and that oC the vial.

The risk cf contamination in the case of leakage can be considerably
reduced by placing the sealed polyethylene vial in one or even two
other sealed vials oC appropriate dimensi.ons.

Low oxygen content polyethylene can be prepared ae described by
Anders and Brideu (7) and can be used for packing sampleS Cor oxygen
determinations with 14 MeV neutrons. The only way the oxygen con·
tent oC the polyethylene in a molded product can increase over thet oC
the molding material is by oxidation oC the hot molten polymer during
the molding process and the use of a mold.release agent oontaining
oxygen. Avoiding the need Cor a release agent, keeping the molding
temperature low, and excluding air from the melt should reduce oxygen
pickup. Optimum conditions are described by Anders (7).

Marking polyethylene vials can be done by sooring with hot metal
and rubbing the wax Crom a china marking pencil into the depressions.
Neat alphabetic and number marks can be made with a ..t oC metal
punches which are warmed in a flame.

(B) ALU1lINlU1d

Aluminium Coil can be used Cor packing dry solid samples. For
powders, aluminium sa"cers with covers can be used. Su1Iicient sealing
is obtained by sq'leezing the edge oC the oover. IC the sample must be
dissolved by a peroxide Cusion after irradiation, it is oonvenient to



"Tap it first in a Mylar or cellophane foil eo that it is easily quantita.
tively removed from the aluminium saucer; the peroxide fusion is
not hampered by the presence of ca. 10-20 mg of Mylar or cellophane.

Mter irradiation of salts in aluminium, oao often observes particles
which are projocted against the container walls. For tbat reason several
autbors prefer to dissolvo the aluminium envelopo togethor with its
contents in tho caso of powdered standards (several mg), sinco tho
probability for contamination can bo kept negligible when high.purity
aluminium is used.

Aluminium containers can bo marked by scoring with a pin or a
glass msrker.
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(0) SILICA

The preparation of vials from silica tubing with Sll oxygen-hydrogen
/lame causes no special difficulties to a glaM blower. Such vials aro
suitablo for activation of solid samples, powdcrs, liquids, gases••.•• as
described above. To facilitete a quick ....ling of the vials by means of a
high temperature burner (> 1700'0), they are often provided with a
narrowing. This is particulsrly important for liquids and gases. Ifa gas
is developed from tho liquid by heating (o.g. mixture of hydrocWorio
and nitric acid), it is recommended to chill the vial in liquid nitrogen
beforo sealing.

Westermark and Sjostrand (87) described the scaling of quartz tubes
after placing thom in a small water.filled can witb a bole in the cover.
fitting the tube. Tho can is mounted vertically and rotated slowly
(20-30 rpm) by means of a small motor. Tho tube is inserted in the
can (4/5 of tho tubo undcr water) and is then ready for sealing. Thia
method is recommonded by tbe authors (87) in tho caso of mercury·
containing materials. The sizo of tbe ampoule sbould be at least 40 mm
to ensuro no radiant heat damage on the sample; tho latter should bo
placed only in the lower part of tho tubo.

Mter irradiation of liquid samples, tho content of tbe silica vials can
be frozen before opening, to reduce tbo internsl pressure and to avoid
losses by foaming, etc. The ampoules can be washed with nitric acid
and distilled water.

Silica ampoules can bo opened with a glass.cutter or a diamond sa,v.
The diamond saw must be mounted in a special glove.box to avoid
spreading of radioactivo particles. For irradiated liquids it is recom·

ba
Fig. 7.6. Devieeo tor oruahiDg ailioa ampouloo

(al: taken £rom rot. 88.

mended to freeze them first in dry ice or liquid nitl·ogon. Several
authors prefer crushing the ampoules, e.g. in a special dsvice (Figure
7.6a) mado of acid.reslstant stool. which Is inserted in the vessel where
the subsequont diseolution and chemioal manipulations will take p1aee
(88). Another doviee Is reprosonted in Figure 7.6b. It can be used to
crush silica ampoules in which a solution has boon evaporated prior to
activation. The irradiated ampoule Is inserted in a piece of polyethylene
tubing, which Is 'sealed at one end. By turning the screw, the ampoule
is crusbedand falls into a beaker.The polyethylene tube Is rinaodand the
rinsing liquid transferrod to the beaker. Mter irradiation of gases, a
magnetic hammer can be used (see Figure 7.4).

The uso of small samples can be very interesting becauso it permits
many samples to be irradiated at tho same timo as a set of atands.rda
and greatly reduces tho cost of irradiation per sample (89). This can
bo done using 6IIlall fused silica ...pillaries as mentioned already in
aoction II. D of this chapter. ' "

Silica ampoules are usually marked with chinese ink or a glass
marker.



Fig. 7.7. (a) and (b): polyethylene rabbite (91, 92).
(0): nylon rabbit
(d): abnie.rd aluminlwn can for irradiation at high neutron fluxes:

the container is hermetically sealed by electron heam welding.
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Note: Some cumpounds are not heat resistant so that they melt or
decompose when sealing the ampoule (e.g. cerium oxalate). If poly.
ethylene vials cannot be used (long irradiation times and/or high
neutron flux) it is sometimes pOSdible to close the silica ampoules by
means of a conical aluminium stop.

(D) STANDA.BDIZED CANNING MATERIAL FOR REACTOR lluuDlA.TION

In general, stendard cans and rabbits must meet the following
requirements:
-give rise to low activities ouly and/or from short.lived radionuclides

ouly;
-resist high neutron and gamma fluxes;
-be easy to machine and ba mechanically strong.

The final volume of a ssmpIe is determined by the dimensions of
the standard canning material used in the reactor. The useful diameter
is mostly 16-~5 mm; the useful height 50-70 mm. In most cases
aluminium containers are used, which are sealed by cold welding.
After irradiation they can be opened using an automatic lathe.

Polyethylene or nylon rabbits are used to transport samples in and
out of the reactor via pneumatio tubes. Due to radiation damage,
these rabbits have obviously a limited life. Swelling can cause blocking
of the rabbit in the pneumatic tube. Nylon rabbits can be used for
irradiations of one day at a flux of 10" n cm-' s-'. At highcr fluxes,
aluminium is mostly used. Whereas 99.5% aluminium is sufficiently
pure for normal working conditions, a purity of 99.95% is reqnired for
irradiations at very high neutron fluxes (10" n cm-' s-') in order to
keep the activity due to long.lived radionuclides as low as poasible.
The use of beryllium is not recommended, due to the toxicity of tho
dust; moreover, it must contain 1-3% of copper to be machinable.
Girardi (90) succeasfully uses Magnox 80 rabbits (magnesium, contain.
ing 0.8% of aluminium). For long irradiations at very high neutron
fluxes, high.purity graphite can be recommended; a typicallong.lived
radioisotope, found in such graphite, is "Sc.



Fig. 7.8. Rabbit for 14 MeV neutron activi.tion (9). E: aample; T:.ta.inleu
,teel cover; g: .tainleu ,teet tube: £: bayonet Jock; F: .tainleM .tee1 windoW' or
1 mm thiokness; FI polyethylene pilton; e: loam rubber; R: .pring; C: polyethylene'
rabbit.

V
number of high.energy pulses due to pile-up of lower.energy \ea.
which cause severe interferences.

Broadhead d al. (95) circumvent the conta.iner prob1enI. The metal
ssmple is out to size. 1iIed clean or acid·etched to remove lurface
contamination, and pla.ced in a plastio ssmple container for irradiation.
Upon return to the counting room, the container is ejected from the
shuttle system and caught by hand. The cap is quickly removed and the
asmple dumped into the test tube in the well crystal (delay 4.5 I). A
similar method is used by Girardi (9). Wood d al. (96) also use a
piston, which ejects the ssmple (plus polyethylene container) on
impact at the counting ltation, 80 that it falla immedistely into the
detector.

Blake d al. (97) determined oxygen in high·purity beryllium meta.!.
The samples were in the form of disks and were transferred via a
rectangular shaped pneumatio tube. The samples were contained in a
polyethylene ring of known oxygen content.

Hoste d al. (98) JIBed reotangular asmples whioh were transferred
with neither container nor rabbit. Later on, oylindrical samples were
used via a rootangu1ar.shaped pneumatio tube also without con·
tainer (59).

When analyzing reactive materials. such as cesium. a container
cannot be avoided. Anders and Briden (7) described the preparation of
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Samples 10.., than the dimensions of the standald canning materia.!
can sometimes be irradiated by packing them in watertight containers
and hanging them over the side of the pool on strings.

Some practical arrangements are shown in Figure 7.7. The standards
and samples are wrapped in absorbing material such as absorbing
paper, cotton wool or quartz wool (for high tlux irradiations). System
atic errors are possible due to tlux gradients (see Chapter 10, section
II, B, 2). Figure 10.1 shows a method to correct for lateral tlux gradients.
A Co-A1 alloy wire, placed along the axis of the containers allows one
to detect longitudinsl tlux gradients, after outting it in 0.5 om pieoes
and counting (of. Figure 7.7d). Alternatively one can place Co-Al
alloy disks at the bottom and at the top of tho oontainer. In Figure
7.7d, a typical arrangement is shown, which can hc used for irradiations
of ssmples and standards with and without cadmium, e.g. in order to
evaluate a cadmium ratio or an interfering reaction with fast neutrons.
The cadmium box must be placed at a distanco of ca. 3 Col from the
bare samples in order to avoid tlux depression in the latter as appears
from "Co activity measurements of the Co-Al wire.

In practice, short·lived radionuclides are mostly uscd wh~n perform
ing activation analysis by means of a small accolerator. Hence, a rapid
pneumatio system is required. The most important application iJ
undoubtedly the determination of oxygen via the reaction "O(n, p)"N,
TIl. = 7.35 s.

Ono of the major difficulties in determining traco amounts of oxygcn
is finding a suitable container material having a sutnoicntly low oX)'gen
contcnt, or a rapid decapsulation system. Various teohniques have been
proposed to solve this problem.

Coleman (94) essentially eliminated the interfering liN activity by
using a 6 in. capsule in which the sample was support.ed by a catch near
the upper eud. After irradiation the catch was released dropping the
ssmple to the lower end of the capsule. The lower part of the container
having been well away from tho neutron souroe during irradiation had
very little aotivity.

Containers fabricated from specially.treated oopper tubing, having
an oxygen content of _5 ppm have been proposed. Even if free from
oxygen, copper and also aluminium containers provide a suffioient
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Iow.cost,Io\\ _ygen content polyethylene vials «0.01 mg per gram).
Commercial polyethylene may contain 0.2~.5mg of oxygen per gram.
A typical rabbit is shown in Figure 7.8. Thcyare usually in polyethylene.

When analyzing powders, it is very important to fill the containers
completely as discussed above (see section I, D of this chapter).

(F) RoUTING ASSEMBLIES

Due to flux inhomogeneities and deuteron beam instabilities, several
authors prefer to spin samples and/or standards at the irradiation
position. Anders and Driden (8) observed an improvement in precision
and accuracy when a Bingle Bample iB axially rotated and when appro.
priate corrections are made for neutron and gamma attenuation in the
sample. Further enhancement has been demonstrated in subsequent
work (99), where both sample and standard rotated about two inde.
pendent and perpendicularly o"iented axes. An improved design of a
dual sample.biaxial rotating .....mbIy is used at the National Bureau
of StandardB (100). More details are given in Chapter 4, secLion II, D.

IV. Choice of a Suitable Irradiation Facility

(A) WELL·1'HERMALIZED NEUTRONS

As discussed in detail in section II, C of Chapter 10, primary inter.
ference from the matrix or a major constituent in the sample by (n, p)
or (n, <x) reactions can be Buppressed by irradiation in a well thermalized
neutron spectrum. The determination of manganese in steel via the
reaction "Mn(n, »"Mn should thus be carried Qut in the reflector
of the reactor. The same irradiation place can alBo eliminate resonance
self.shieIo.ing. It should be borne in mind, that in tho rcflector Bteep
flux gradien'B occur. An intcrnaI Btandard method can be used to
corrcct for such a nonuniformity of the neutron flux (Bee Chapter 10,
section II, D, 4c(4)).

(D) UTILIZATION OF FAST NEUTRONS

Dy means of (n, p), (n, <x), (n, 2n) and (n, n') reactions (cJ. Chapter 3,
section V, C, 3b) activation products different from thermal noutron
activation are generated which may be of interest in situations where

I
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thermal neutron activation techniques sr. not satisfactory or .....y be
complicated (92).

1. A number of elements yield little or no gamma ray aotivity when
bombarded for moderate periods of time even with high fl\Wl8 oC
thormal neutrons, e.g. H. He. Li. Be. B. C. N. O. Si. p. S. Cr,
Fe. Pb and Bi.

2. Fast neutron activation of the matrix may yield the same radio.
nuolide as thermal neutron activation oC the element being deter.
mined and interfere even Cor vory Cavourable 'PuJij> ratios. For
low contents it may be worthwhile to consider another reaotion.
Example: determination oC low Ievole o£Vanadium in a ohromium.
rich matrix.
Reaction UV(n.y)"V, PU1 - 3.77 m; interfering reaction
"Cr(n. p)"V.
Alternative solution,;. fiLst neutron activation yields another
radionuclide UV(n. p)"Ti, PU1 a 5.79 m (gamma energies:
mainly 320 kaY).

3. Similar energy gamma rays from thermal neutron aotivation oC a
matrix element and oC the desired component may make therma1
neutron activation ambiguous or complicated.
Example: the determination oC titanium in a oliromium·rich
matrix.
Reactions: 6'Ti(n,y)"Ti, PU1 - 5.80m, Ey - 320.0 kaV

60Cr(n,y)"Cr, PU1 a 27.8 d, Ey - 320.0 keY.
The large difference in haIC lives. oC course, simplliiea this case.
but the presence oC large amounts oC Cr still limits the amount oC
Ti detectable.
Alternative reactions uTi(n,p)USo,Pul _ 3.43d,Ey - 1OO.OkaV

. 6ICr(n.p)6IV.Pul -3.77m.Ey - 320.0keV.
The (n. p) reaction on''Ti ha.s the additional advantsgeoCyieIding
a long lived radionuclide, which allows a titanium determination
in laboratories which do not have their own reactor.

4. Matrix activation may be too intense to allow the sample to be
counted at a reasonable geometry. Fast neutron activation
analysis. coupled with suppression oC (n.y) matrix activation may
satisfactorily overcome this problem. A thermal neutron absorber
may be required to eliminats interference from the matrix. Strain
and Lyon covered soil samples with cadmium to suppress the
interference from the reaction 17Al(n.y)"Al with the reaction
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as is described in Chapter 3. eoction V. C. 2c. In a well.thermaIized
reactor this expression reduces to

A quantitative treatment ot the advantage of applying resonance
neutrons in activation analysis has been given by Borg el al. (2) and
Brune and Jirlow (103). The resonance effect is utilized attar removing
thermal neutrons by means ot a thin cadmium shield surrounding the
aample. The lower limit of the epithermal region. 0.6 eV. coincides
practically with the effective cut-off ent>rgy tor cadmium toll thicknesses
of about 0.5-1 mm (see Chapter 3, eoctlon V. C, 2).

Without neutron filter. the reaction rata is given by

(7.20)

(7.19)

v

~ •• •••_._._...... "'... ...-~ .......... O;».,:A.I.\u4.£l,.&J., ;.. ~-:.f..-'>

ZA-l(n, ,.) + ZA(n. n') + ZA+I(n. 211». For seven elements \~~. Ga,
Re. Eu. Ho, Ta. Os) no fast neutron products were observed (92).

Another source ot fast neutrons is a small deuteron accelerator,
which has the advantage that there is no epithermal flux which yields
(n. ,.) reactions. An accelerator is most suitable for tho production of
short-lived radionuclides.

With a small accelerator (150 kV. 1 mA deuteron heam). variable
energy neutron activation is poaaible when using dllI'ercnt targets. e.g.
loaded with tritium. giving 14 MeV neutrons. or loaded with deutarium.
giving -2.6 MeV neutrons (102). A variable-energy cyclotron baa been
used as a source ot 12 MeV 'He.ions and 7 MeV deuterona. Stacked.toil
techniques allow the energies ot the positive ions to degrade bolow
these values; typical beam currents are 1-100 pA. Bombarding a thick
D,0 or a bClJ·Ilium metal target with 7 MeV deuterons yields -10 MeV
neutrons. and allows the determination ot vanadium in copper. ot
fl uorine in tae presence otoxygen. of chromium in the p.-nce ot
manganese. of phosphorus mthe p1esence ot copper and of iron in tho
presence ot cobalt (Table 7.9). Whether a reaction occura or not.
depends on the threshold energy and on the Coulomb barrier tor tho
emitted charged particle. .

TABLE 7.9
Variable energy neutron activation analyALs, indicating the

most important reactiona* (10.2)
.....

• Between brackets: Threshold (MeV) or Coulomb barrier (MeV); c/. Chapter
3. aeotian m, B.

epoxy rabbits containing 30% by weight B,e or lUll (00% enriched);
the walla of these rabbits cont.ain about 170 mg Oln-' of B,C or lOB.
Plugs of the same materiala cover the top of the sample.

Fast neutron sensitivities are better than thermal neutron aenaitivi·
ties for O. Si, p. Fe, Y and Pb; they are in the same range but Ie.. than
thermal neutron sensitivities for F. Mg, AI. S, K. Ti, Cr. Co. Ni. Zn.
Ge. Sc, Br. Nb and W (for Se and W: combined reaction yields

Reactions with
Element Rea.ction with 14 MeV neutrons 10-11 MeV neutrons

Vanadium uV (n, p) UTi (1.7 MoV, 4.4 MoV) uV (n. p) UTi

Copper "Cu (n. 2o)''Cu (ID.76 MoV)

Chromium "Cr (n, p) ..v (3.1 MoV. 4.3 MoV) UCr(n,p) "V

Ya.nge.nese "1tlli (n, «) uV (0.6 MeV, 8.6 MeV)
[liMn (n, y) U,Mn] [ 151m (n, y) "Mn]

Iron "Fo (n, p) "Mn (2.9 MoV, 4.65 MoV) "Fe (n. p) 1Il[n

"Fe (n, 2n) "Fe (13.8 MeV)

.jCobalt "Co (n, 0) "Mn (-0.4 MoV. 8.35 MeV)

Fluorine "F (n, 0) "N (1.6 MoV, 3.1 MoV) HE (n, tI) liN i
"F (n, p) "0 (4.2 MoV) UF(n,p)uQ t
"F (n, 20) "F (10.95 MoV)

Oxygen "0 (n, p) "N (10.2 MoV)

~

"Si(n, 1 J. which was used for the determination of silicon in
soil aamp'es with an isotopic neutron source (101).

Considerable fast neutron fluxes may be available ill reactor cores.
Thermal neutrons can be filtered by surrounding the .amples with a cad·
mium foil. or by placing them in rabbits having a slow neutron absorbing
liner of elemental boron or enriched in lOB. Yule et al. (92) describe



(7.22)'

where K is a numerical factor
g a statistical weighting factor
r., r. partial level widths of the resonance for emission of a
neutron or a y·ray respectively. •
r = total level width (oj. Chapter 3, section V, B, 2).

This means that theM are two contributions to the resonance capture
from a single resonance

(i) the "normal" integral over the resonance, n(E,) (,,/2) <1,(E,W,
where <1,(E,) is the peak cross section and t1(E,) is the number of
neutrons at energy E, (second term in equation (7.22».

(ii) An additional contribution from the low.energy wing of the
resonance, partioularly because the nU111ber of captures is
weighted by the neutron spectrum of lIE (see Chapter 3, section
V, C, 2). This contribution is significant only ifE,E, ~ r" or if
E, ~ r"/E,.

The resonance parameters of liMn and IINa are given in Table 10.2.
One calculates rilE, = 1.4 eV ("Mn) and 5.8 eV (IINa). Thus it can
be seen that the contribution to capture from low.energy neutrons is
~elatively greater for sodium than for manganese.1'herefore in attempt..
mg to su~press activation of sodium relative to capture in liMn, it
pays to thicken the lOB neutron absorber until E, ~ 6 eV. The ultimate
calculated ratio of capture in liMn to that in IINa is approximately
6.5-7 in agreement with experimental results (2), oJ. Figure 9.2.

'~
be considered for the determinations of elements suoh as Au .U1 lAg, , ,
ill, Ir, which posseas high resonance activation integrals compared to
their thermal neutron cross sections.

The advantage faotor for MnJNa, using a cadmium cover, is ca. 2
only, as appears from ths nuclear data. When using a lOB I/lI-absorber,
all neutrons up to an energy E" well above thermal, will be screened,
where E, depends on the absorber thickness.

A quantitative treatment is given by Borg eI al. (2). Consider the
simple case, wherein both the thermal neutron cross section and the
resona~ceintegral are dominated by one single resonance at an energy
E,. USlDg a I/u.absorber (out off at E,) and assuming r «E" E,«r
one can show that the number of captures per unit time is given by

!
1

j

i
I
i

I
i

(7.21)

'1\/2
67 h
45 d

'1
6.4
0.66

<1.
0.14
1.2

"Mo(n, y)
"Fe(n, y)

~
Irradiation ~r cadmium however yields:

R, = 'P.z

~1.cMo) 0.14
R<h(Fe) = 1.2 = 0.117

Under a cadmium filter:
R,(Mo} 6.4
--=-=9.70
R,(Fe} 0.66

Neglecting effects of isotopic abundance, of irradiation and waiting
time and of detection efficiency, one can calculate, in a well·thermalized
neutroD spectrum

Itis obvious that the determination of all element in agiven matrix is
easier to perform, if the element of interest has a nuclide with a pro.
minent resoIl;&llCe activation peak, whereas the matrix (interfering
nuclide(s) has not.
Example: determination of molybdenum in steel (103):

The advantage factor is thus 9.70/0.117 ~ 83 when using a cadmium
absorber. The "Mn activity from the reaction "Fe(n, p)"Mn is short·
lived (2.58 h) and is allowed to decay before counting.

The abso'ute amount of "Mo which can be detected increases
obviously when Irradiating the covered sample at a position whcre the
resonance flux is as high as possible, e.g. in the neighbourhood of the
reactor core.

Another example is the determination of ant.imony in selenium (106).
An advantage factor of 10-20 may be considered as favourable (103).
Brunfelt!,nd Steinnes (104) found that the instrumental determination

of rubidium, cesium, barium, hafnium, tantalum Qnd antimony in rocks
is much easier by epithermal neutron activation than by thermal neutron
activation (105). It is even possible to determine strontium and wanium
without chemical separations. Determination of rare earth abundances,
on the other hand, is probably better performed by the use of thermal
neutron activation.

The determination of impurities in cadmium is discunscd in Chapter
10, section II, B, 4c (6). Thc use of epithcrm.J activation should also

i

l
I
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The above equation can be generalized to inrlude mere than one
resonance. e.g. "Cl (2). A lOB neutron· filter. having a cut olf at about
100 eV. gives an advantage factor of 14. for the )fn/Cl activity ratio.

Nole: When uaing cadmium foils. it is recommended to pack the
&amples first in a thin aluminium foil (e.g. 60 1'0. purity 99.999%) or in
a quartz ampoule. in order to prevent Cd·recoil nuclei with long half.
lives from penetrating the samples.

When using a boron shield (e.g. metallic lOB powder. enriched to
-93% lOB in the hollow walls of an aluminium container. or other
systems - see above). the heating from. the lOB(n. o:}'Li reaction can
p{esent a serious problem by thermal destruction of biological &amplea.
By enclosing the capsule in a cadmium foil. this effect markedly
diminishes. With ..hed or thermoresistant materials the cadmium
outer can may, however. be omitted. thus simplifying the handling
of tbe sample container by avoiding the intense c.dmium radioactivity
otber\\;se induced in it (2).
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CHAPTER 8

ACTIVATION ANALYSIS WITH POST
IRRADIATION RADIOCHEMICAL SEPARATIONS

The most simple w..y of po;rfonning lLIl ..otiv..tion &na.1ysia is by
me..ns of ..n instrument&I method. without lLIly ohemiO&! tre&tment. A
number of ..n..ly 0lLIl be performed in tbia w..y by g..mm.. epeotro-
metry. p..rtioul ly with eeleotive deteotors IUoh ... ae(Li) lLIld/or
using ooinoidenoe eet-ups, oomputer O&!oul&tion of pbotope&k area.s,
eto.; in other 0...... deo&y ourve ..nslysia is required. EDmploa o&n
be found in Ch..pter P. Suoh prooeduroa 0lLIl ea.sily be ..pplied if the
m..trix ..otivity is low or short-lived. e.g. in the ..... of Ies.d, silicon.
iron.

It is often poBBible to determine .. number of impuritioa in .. &lmple
without further ohemio..leep""..tions, on oondition that the bulk of the
m..trix ..otivity is elimin..ted. i.e... eingle rs.dioohemiO&! eep""..tion
m..y be suffioient.

I. Removll1 of Matrix Aotivily

(A) Ptrnx F..LlWlI:NTS

After diatill..tion of the eelenium m&trix ... the bromide. one 0lLIl

deteot the following impuritioa (1): eodium, potsasium. -..dium.
chromium, iron, cobalt, copper, zinc, gallium, silver, cadmium,
lantblLllum, tungsten ..nd gold ... "ppe&rB from Figure 8.1, One pm
of tin O&n be distilled for more tblLIl 99.999(9)% ... tetrshromide (2).
The g..mm.. speotrum of the residue of 1 g of irrs.diated tin is shown
in Figure 8.2. Note tho interferonoe from the rs.dioootive indium
daughters of tin with the deteotion of some impuritioa. If Irr&diated
tit&nium is brought on .. DowO% l-X8 column in 1M HF-9M HOI. most
of the impuritioarem&in on theroain (As. Sb, W. Cu. T&.Zn. Co. Fe. Au.
Sn, Mo) wheree.a the m..tri.x ..otivity. ms.inly "So. "So and "So £rom
(n. p) reaotions, is eluted (>99.5%) together with Cr. Na. A.g( 3). If
the elullte is pe.aeed through .. column in 1MHF. Ti and So are ret&lned

IU
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